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第一個方案運用到機會率理論（probability theory) °在•"空間中，透過 
Laplace算子A = 我們可以硏究擴散過程（diffusion process) °在一般的 
分形G上，我們不能直接用二次偏微分去定義Laplace算子，因爲偏微分算子 
只在開集上才有意義。假設我們可以在G上構造一個強馬可夫過程（strong 
Markov process ) ， 我 們 便 可 以 得 到 一 個 半 群 { / ^ U ， 其 中 
—(：(6)的定義式爲/；/(；0 = 6,/(；0。這類似於•"空間中的熱半群’ 
而的 infinitesimal generator便是我們要構造的Laplace算子°第二個方法 
運用分析學的工具。以Sierpinski gasket火爲例。眾所周知可以用一個遞增有 
限集數列F�QF;e…去迫近。假設我們可以在這些有限集上構造離散Laplace 




抽象，不便於用來硏究熱方程（heat equation) °兩個方案都只可應用在finitely 
ramified分形上，而且那個分形集合需要有很多局部對稱性。 
S03089990 
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Abstract 
A fundamental problem in fractal analysis is the construction of Laplacian. 
Having a Laplacian be defined is the first step to study differential equations on 
a fractal set. However, un t i l now there is no systematic way to define a Laplacian 
on a general class of fractal sets. So far there are two approaches for the problem 
which have achieved some success in certain special situations. 
The first one is a probabil istic approach. One starts f rom an arb i t rary point in 
a fractal set G and goes through a Browi i ia i i mot ion on G. The mot ion w i l l induce 
a semigroup {Pt}t>o analogous to the heat semigroup on R^. The inf ini tesimal 
generator of wi l l then be our Laplacian. The second approach is analytic. 
We approximate the underlying fractal set K by an increasing sequence of f inite 
sets. By constructing discrete Laplacians / / ^ 's on these f inite sets in a consistent 
way, we may expect //爪 to converge to a Laplacian on K . 
Both approaches have its own advantages and l imitat ions. A l though the prob-
abilistic approach involves complicated computations, the argument is intui t ive. 
Comparatively, the analytic approach does not involve many messy calculations 
but the Laplacian obtained is quite abstract. More efforts are needed i f we want 
to study the heat equation using this Laplacian. Both approaches require the 
fractal set to be f ini tely ramified and possesses strong symmetric property. W i t h -
out these assiiinptions, the construction of a Laplacian is very dif f icult al though 
i t is not completely impossible. 
The analytic approach requires K to be strongly symmetric. In Chapter 4，we 
characterize the boimdai'y of such a fractal set. I t is the vertex set of a strongly 
Hyiiiiiiotric f/-(limeii8ioiial polytope. For d = 2’ the polytope must l)e a regular 
polygon. For d = 3，it is oithor a rogiilar solid or a. cnilioctahoclron. W e will sec 
that any regular polytope is strongly syiniiietric, with one exception in 股“. 
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In this in t roductory chapter we w i l l briefly explain the construct ion of Laplacian 
using the probabil ist ic and the analyt ic approach. 
The Laplacian A = ^ • ^ on R^ allows us to study dif fusion processes u(t, x), 
which are solutions to the classical Cauchy problem: 




where / : R'^ R is a. given function. We look for solutions u in the class 
X R" ) n C^([0’ oo) X R" ) . I f f is bounded and continuous, it is well-known 
that the funct ion 
( 
u(t,-)= < 
f , t = 0 
\ 
solves the Cauchy problem, where 
咖 ( — 告 ） 
is called Gauss- Weierstrass funct ion or the heat kernel. I t is also known that 
{p山>0 is a semigroup under convolution, and the Laplacian A = ^ . ^ can 
be reconstructed f rom this semigroup. Try ing to define a Laplacian on a fractal 
4 
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set, we wi l l reverse the above process. That is, we wi l l first construct the heat 
semigroup and then define our Laplacian to be the infinitesimal generator of the 
foregoing semigroup. This can be done as follows. Let us take the Sierpinski gas-
ket G as a standard example. G can be approximated by an increasing sequence 
of finite graphs in a natural way (see Figure 2.2). Suppose a simple random 
walk (SRW) is constructed on each Gn in such a way that these SRWs are con-
sistent (see Proposition 2.1.3). Then, by choosing suitable constants a „ = 5" (n 
=0，1，…)，the process 二 Y"二 wi l l converge to a diffusion process Xt on G 
as 71 —> oo (see Theorem 2.1.12). This approach was first investigated by Barlow 
and Perkins (see [Ba] and [BP]). A similar approach was used by Kusuoka [Ku 
and Goldstein [Go], who were the first to construct a diffusion on G. (We re-
mark that Knight [Kn] used similar method in his construction of 1-dimensional 
Browniari motion.) 
The process Xt can be constructed at an arbitrary start ing point x G G' so 
that in some reasonable sense the processes starting at two close points are close. 
I l l fact, Theorem 2.2.8 states the following. 
Theorem. 
(a) There exists a continuous strong Markov process X = (a:^, P^；) on the Sier-
pinski gasket G. 
(b ) The semigroup {Pt' t >0} on C{G) defined by 
P t f ( x ) = E , { f { x t ) ) 
is an equicontinuous semigroup of class (Co). In addition to being equicon-
tinuous, {P(} is ^lq-symmetric: 
[I{Ptg)chiG = [ g[Ptf)diiG, 
JG jg 
where fiQ is the a-Hausdorff measure on the Sierpinski gasket with a = j ^ . 
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According to Hille-Yosida theory (see [Yo]), the semigroup { P J possesses an 
inf ini tesimal generator 
P J - f 
A c f = l im — -
uo t 
which is densely defined on C{G). This is regarded as the Laplacian on G. A t 
the end of §2.2, we point out that the above construction does have l imitat ions. 
I t requires the underlying fractal to be f ini tely ramified (see Def in i t ion 3.3.3) and 
possesses many local symmetries. The advantage of using probabil ist ic approach 
are that the computations involved are intui t ive, and we can obtain heat kernel 
estimates which are not obtainable by other means. In §2.3，we wi l l explain why 
similar construction for the Sierpinski carpet (SC) fails. I t requires more effort 
to pass the argument to the SC. Also, we w i l l briefly describe the construct ion 
of a diffusion process on a nested fractal, a not ion introduced by Lindsti,0m (see 
Li]) . The detailed argument is given in [Ba . 
In Chapter 3, we wi l l go through the analyt ic approach. Similar to the prob-
abil istic approach, we need to approximate the underlying fractal set K by an 
increasing sequence Vq C VI C … o f f inite sets. Such an approximat ion is 
possible i f K is a connected p.c.f. fractal (see Def ini t ion 3.3.4). Then we w i l l con-
struct a discrete Laplacian //爪 on each V^ so that the / / ^ ' s are compatible (see 
Defini ton 3.2.1). Following the theory of compatible sequences, we wi l l obtain a 
Dir ichlet form (more precisely, resistance form) (<^5, ^ s ) on K = Um>o which 
extends to a Dir ichlet form on Vis, where Cls is the completion of K using the 
resistance metric. Typical ly, is identif ied w i th K (see Proposit ion 3.3.7). So, 
(<^5, T s ) can be regarded as a, resistance form on K . I t w i l l be proved to be a 
closed form on L? {ji、, where f i is the self-similar measure on K . W i t h this closed 
form, one can obtain a Laplacian in an abstract way (see Corol lary 3.2.18). It-
agrees w i t h the classical Laplacian A = ^ in the case of an interval, and in the 
typical cases this abstract Laplacian can be wr i t ten as a renormalized l im i t of the 
discrete Laplacians / / , „ . The construction of compatible /7,n's is guaranteed by 
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the existence of a harmonic structure (see Defini t ion 3.3.6). F inding a harmonic 
structure is the same as solving an eigenvalue problem Rr{D) = XD for certain 
non-linear homogeneous map R,.. However, this is a dif f icult problem. We do not 
know in general whether a harmonic structure exists. The only general result, 
due to Kigami, asserts that a harmonic structure does exist i f /C is a strongly 
symmetric fractal (see Defini t ion 3.4.2). 
In Chapter 4, we classify two classes of symmetric polytopes. The first one is 
the class of highly symmetric polytopes. The reason for introducing this not ion is 
that the boimdaiy of an affine nested fractal is the vertex set of a highly symmetric 
polytope. There is a conjecture in [Ba, §5] (also in [Ki, page 117]) characterizing 
the boundary of affine nested fractal. In a communication w i t h Barlow, Maxwel l 
sketched a proof of the conjecture (see [Max]). The proof uses the classification 
theorem for finite irreducible Euclidean reflection groups (Coxeter groups). Since 
no details are included there and i t requires certain involved techniques, we wi l l 
present an elementary proof of the conjecture in §4.2. More precisely, we wi l l 
prove the following. 
Theorem. Let V be a highly symmetric finite subset ofR^, with > 3. Then 
V is the vertex set of a regular polytope P. Moreover, P is either a planar polygon, 
a d-dimensional simplex, or a d-dimensional crosspolytope. for d > 2. 
Another class of symmetric polytopes being discussed in Chapter 4 is the class 
of strongly symmetric fractals by Kigami, who proved the existence theorem of 
harmonic structures on this k ind of fractals. This is a generalization of the corre-
sponding result for affine nested fractals. The boundary of a strongly symmetric 
fractal is the vertex set of a strongly symmetric polytope. In §4.3, we wi l l show 
the following. 
Theorem. 
(a) In ]R2，a 2-polytope is strongly symmetric if and only if it is regular. 
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(b) / n a 3-polytope is strongly symmetric if and only if it is a regular solid 
or a cuboctahedron (which is not regular). 
(c) In R^； all regular polytopes are strongly symmetric, with only one exception: 
the 120-cell {5 ,3 ,3 } in R ^ 
For d > 5, there are only three regular polytopes, namely the (/-simplex, the 
f/-hyperciibe and the f/-crosspolytope. I t is not hard to check the strong symmetry 
of these polytopes. The diff icult cases are d = 3 and d = A. I t is well-known that 
there are five regular solids (Platonic solids), and the less famous quasi-regular 
cuboctahedron is the intersection of a cube and an octahedron. Together we have 
total ly six strongly symmetric polytopes in 
Chapter 2 
The Probabilistic Approach 
In this chapter we wi l l construct a diffusion process on the Sierpinski gasket, which 
can be used to produce a semigroup {Pt ： ^ > 0} analogous to the heat semigroup 
in R^. One way to define a Laplacian on the Sierpinski gasket is defining i t as 
the infinitesimal generator of {Pt}-
A A A A 
Ak Al 
A ^ A A A A A A 
a a a a AAAA 
Ak jfii 
^tkttk^ iOkiQ^  yOkifl^  
rK jA yfly Ak t^. ttk. ttk. 
A A A A A A m A A A A A A A A A 
Figure 2.1: The Sierpinski gasket 
2.1 Diffusion on the Sierpinski gasket 
The Sierpinski gasket G is perhaps the simplest non-tr iv ial example of connected 
symmetric fractals. Let Go = { (0,0) , (1,0), (1/2, \ / 3 / 2 ) } = {ao, fli, 02} be the 
vertex set of the unit eqiii laterial triangle in M""^ . We define C i , G'2,... inductively 
9 
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by 
2 
Gn = U 巧 
i=0 
where F i {x ) = We make Gn into a graph in the standard way as i l lustrated 
by Figure 2.2. The Sierpiiiski gasket G is defined by 
oo 
: = [ j Gn. 
n = 0 
Notation. Let Sn (n = 0, 1’ . . .）be the collection of all Fw {G) , where \w\ = n. 
For X 6 G'n, we let = G : a; G A}. 
AAA 
Oq Gi G2 
Figure 2.2: The f inite graphs G'^'s 
A method to construct a diffusion process on G is that we take, for each 
n > 0，a simple random walk (SRW) ： A; > 0} on Gn- By choosing suitable 
constants (n > 0) we want to prove 
- Xt 
in some sense. The questions are: 
(1) Wha t k ind of SRWs {>；(，'): k > 0} we should take? 
(2) How to choose the constants 
(3) In what sense the convergence takes place? 
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We wi l l answer these questions one by one. Suppose {Zk ： A； > 0} is a SRW 
on Gn, start ing from a point y G Gn-i- I t can only escape from T>n-i(y) at one of 
its two or four neighbours in Gn- i , w i th equal probabi l i ty due to the symmetry. 
I f we observe the SRW {Zk： k > 0} only when i t visits Gn-i, i t should behave 
exactly as a SRW on Gn- i - To make this statement precise, we introduce the 
no t ion of successive disjoint hits. 
Definition 2.1.1. Suppose Y = n, /c > 0} is a sequence of SRWs, i.e. 
for each n > 0, {V^/"): A; > 0} is a SRW on Gn- For integers n > m > 0, the 
successive disjoint hits Tq^''" , . . . by on Gm is defined inductively as 
follows. We let 
r r = in f {p > 0: ⑷ G Gm} 
and 
T 广 二 i i i f {p > T 二 : y;⑷ e G7„，y;⑷ + } ^ ⑷ ( T 二 ) } • 
A point to be mentioned here is that these successive disjoint hits are well-
defined almost surely. Our previous observation can now be stated in the following 
way. 
Lemma 2.1.2. Suppose = {>；('"): k > 0} and 二 {：^广）：k > 0} are 
SRWs on Gm and Gn respectively, where n > m > 0 are integers. If Yq^^ = 
= y for some y e G爪，then 广 ： k > 0} and 爪)：k > 0} are 
equal in law. That is, they have the same probability distribution on where 
No = { 0 , 1 , . . . } . 
Another way of saying is that {>"(")(7^，爪)} and {V；—)} are Markov chains 
on Gm w i th the same in i t ia l distr ibut ion and transit ion matr ix. Lemma 2.1.2 
says that whenever we have a SRW on Gn it can be restricted to a SRW on Gm-
However, this k ind of "consistence" is quite weak. One can start f rom arbi trary 
sequence of SRWs y = {!；("): k > 0} and obtain the consistence in the sense of 
Lemma 2.1.2. We should not expect the sequence of SRWs to converge (in any 
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reasonable sense), even if we rescale the time. I t is pretty obvious that we need to 
choose the SRWs in a canonical way. We want and 广）to be equal 
almost surely. 
Proposition 2 .1 .3 . There exists a probability triple {Q, P} carrying random 
variables where k, n = 0, 1, ..., satisfying the following two conditions. 
(a) For each n > 0, {Vj^)"): /c > 0 } Z5 a SRW on Gn starting from a。二 0 (a 
fixed vertex of Gq). 
(b) Ifn> m > 0，⑷（T厂"）=爪）a .s . for all k > 0. 
Proposition 2.1.3 can be proved by using Kolmogorov extension theorem that 
we wi l l state below. A proof can be found in [Po] or other standard texts in 
probabil ity theory. 
Proposition 2.1.4 (Kolmogorov extension theorem). Let Xn，s (n G N) be 
separable metric spaces, equipped with the Borel a-fields 茨n，s. Suppose { P „ : n G 
N } is a consistent family of finite dimensional distributions^ and each is tigh^. 
Then {!?„} extends to a tight probability measure P on the product a-field 
in the sense P o t t " ^ = 1P„ on where 7r„: f J E i Xi —» Xn is the 7i-th coordinate 
projection. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1.3. Let i^n be the set of all paths = {4")，a：;")，... } 
on Gn- Define a metric on i^i by (/(工⑷，:(/("))=去，where r = min{p > 
0: 4 " ) ^ yp'^} — 1. This makes Qn into a separable metric space, and the 
Borel (7-field is ^{iln)- For m = 0 , 1 , . . . , n - 1, any path G can be 
restricted to a (perhaps finite) path on Gm. Conversely, any A^n Q ^m corre-
sponds to a subset A^ Q consisting those t ⑷ G ^n which restrict to a path 
^ That is, each P„ is a probability measure on the measurable space (Xi x . . . x Xn, c^i 0 
. . .® satisfying Pn+i(F x X^+i) = FN{F) for any F 
2lt means that for any £： > 0 there is a compact set A> C x • • • x Xn such that Pn(AV) > 
1 
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in Am.. Having this observation, one can define a probabi l i ty measure on the 
product cr-field ^ { f t i ) 0 • • • 0 so that the n - t h coordinate project ion 
7r„: X • • • X is a SRW on Gn. I n the view of Lemma 2.1.2, { P „ } 
is a consistent family. I t is not hard to see that each P„ is t ight. Kolmogorov 
extension theorem applies. • 
From now on, {Yj^l"): n, k > 0} always refers to the random variables described 
in Proposit ion 2.1.3’ and T【，饥 refers to the corresponding h i t t ing time. Having 
these random variables be chosen, we need to rescale the t ime by certain constants 
an (n > 0) so that K[二] converges in some reasonable sense. We would like to 
understand, for various values of n, the number of steps that {K广):k > 0} takes 
to walk for a uni t distance. 
Notation. Write r := 7^’° = inf{p > 0: ；^⑴ G G'o, V p � — 0 } . 
Lemma 2.1.5. Let / ( s ) := E(sT)，s G [0,1]，be the probability generating func-
tion o f r . Then f { s ) = E ( r ) = / ' ( I ) = 5 and E ( r ^ ) < oo. 
Proof. Recall that G'o = { a � = 0,01,02}. Let b = ^ ^ and q = f ( i = 1, 2). 
Define fc{s) = EcJsT) which is similar to f{s) except we start f rom ci (or 0-2) 
instead of CIQ. We define /^(s) in a similar fashion. By condit ioning on the first 
step, 
m = sfcis) 
< fc{s) = f ( / ( 5 ) + /c(5) + A (s ) + l ) 
Ms) =1(1 +Ms)) 
\ 
The formula of f(s) can be obtained by solving these equations, and the remaining 
assertions are easy since we have an explicit expression of f{s). • 
We wi l l recall the convergence theorem for simple branching processes that 
we wi l l use. A detailed discussion can be found in [Ha . 
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a2 
XX 
tto = 0 Ci 
Figure 2.3: The graph G： 
Definition 2.1.6. A sequence (Zn ： n = 0,1，... } of random variables is said to 
be a branching process i f Zo 二 1 and 
Zn 
Zn+\ = ^ Tk (n = 0，l’...)， 
k=\ 
where r i , r-」’ . . . a re i.i.d. random variables tak ing non-negative integer values. 
The dist r ibut ion of t \ is called the offspring distribution of { } . 
Proposition 2 .1 .7 . Let {Zn ： n > 0} be a branching process. Suppose 1 < m := 
E ( Z i ) < oo and E { Z f ) < oo. Then 
777," 
as n —> oo, and in mean square, for some random variable W with 
E(M/) = 1 and Var{W)=，仙)> 0. 
m/ — m 
Moreover, the distribution K[u) := < u) is absolutely continuous except 
possibly for a jump of magnitude q at u = 0， where q := F(Zn — 0) is the 
probability of extinction. 
Proposit ion 2.1.7 is a classical result. The reason for us to recall i t is that i f 
we let Zn '•= Tj"'^ then i t is a branching process. To see this, we divide the walk 
on (7„+i by its successive disjoint hits on Gn and observe that 
ry — rp?l+1,0 \ /rp7l+l,7l rpn+l,n\ 
=乙、丄 k - � - 1 )• 
k=l 
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For T二Y’" < i < r广'〜y产+1) is a SRW on G W i n V n + i i Y ^ l ) , and r 广 -
should be identically distr ibuted w i t h 丁 = Moreover, by Markov 
property, the random variables T广’八—T:二/’"，1 < A; < Z ^ are independent. 
More generally, we have 
Proposition 2 .1 .8 . Fix integers m > 0 , k > l . The process 
Zi!"、=T;r-T二 (n = m,m+l,…) 
is a branching process with offspring distribution T. For each m > 0； the processes 
Z⑷(k = 1, 2, ...) are independent^. 
Corollary 2.1 .9 . There exists a random variable W^^^ such that 
-上 fc-1 a丄〉 
5" k • 
For each m > 0, the random variables (k = 1, 2, ...) are independent, 
and each of them is identically distributed with 5—爪M^，where W := VKd。）= 
l i m — 5 - " 7 T ’ o . 
Remark 2.1.10. Being a branching process, we know that = 5". I t 
means that , in terms of graph distance of Gn, K ⑷ requires roughly 5" steps to 
move a distance 2". Comparing w i th the fact that a SRW on l } requires 4" steps 
to move a distance 2", we see that the structure of Gn slows down the diffusion. 
From = 5" we see that the reasonable constants used to rescale the 
t ime are = 5". 
Definition 2.1.11. On each G'n, we define a continuous-time process : ^ > 0} 
by 
yn . _ V ⑷ 
where is the SRW that we have chosen as in Proposit ion 2.1.3. 
3lt means that the cr-fields Tk (fc = 1, 2,…）generated by 妒）are independent. 
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Theorem 2.1.12. The processes (n = 0, 1, ...) converges a.s. to a con-
tinuous process {Xt ： t > 0} on G, and the convergence is uniform on compact 
intervals. More precisely, for almost all cj G Jl； 
x n u j ) 一 x M 
uniformly on any compact interval [0, to] as n — oo, and the map t h Xt(uj) is 
a continuous map from [0, oo) to G. 
Barlow sketched a proof of Theorem 2.1.12 in [Ba]. Base on his idea, we 
present a more detailed proof. 
Proof. Fix a e N. For any integer m > 0, let T爪 二 Since 
” ) = 5-川 ’ by the strong law of large number, Tm = 去 ) — 
a a.s. as in —> oo. I t follows that, w i th probabil ity 1， 
Tm > a - 1 (2.1) 
for large m. Fix any m such that (2.1) holds. We wi l l show, 
s (2.2) 
a.s. whenever n, n' are large and t E [0, a — 1]. This wi l l establish the uniform 
convergence on [0, a — 1] and hence on any compact interval since a G N is 
arbitrary. 
Suppose t E [0, a — 1]. Then t < a.s., and there is a random integer 
r = r{t, u>), w i th 1 < r < a5'", such that 
亡丨4/严)5《< 亡 M / f " ) . (2.3) 
i = l t=l 
Since E L i = limn一oo5-"7;i’爪’ for ：二 m h i i 诞 ( w h i c h is 
positive a.s.), there exists N = N(uj) G N so that n > N implies 
p 
_ ^ < ^川 (2.4) 
1 = 1 
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for 1 < p < a5爪 + 1. Now, (2.3) and (2.4) imply S'^ T^；!：^ < t < and 
therefore 
T二 < 力]< 
wi th the convention T l ' f := 0. I t follows that - >；("") | < for n > N , 
and (2.2) holds. 
The continuity of Xt{uj) can be proved by similar technique. Indeed, if a, m 
are fixed so that (2.1) holds, and if s,力 € [0, a — 1] satisfy |s —力| < £m, we wi l l 
have - Xl'(uj)\ < 2—爪+2 for large n. • 
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2.2 A Laplacian from the diffusion process 
In §2.1 we constructed a probabil i ty space Q carrying a diffusion process {Xt ： t > 
0} on the Sierpinski gasket G. In this section, we wi l l describe some basic prop-
erties (mainly the strong Markov property) of { X j . We wi l l see that {不 } is 
associated wi th a one-parameter semigroup {Pt ： ^ > 0} of bounded linear oper-
ators acting on C{G). The analytic theory of semigroups due to K. Yosida and 
E. Hille, which is now known as the Hille-Yosida theory (see [Yo]), allows us to 
define a Laplacian on G to be the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup {Pf } . 
A detailed discussion of the general theory of Markov process was given in 
Dy]. Here we wi l l put down some of the key definitions that are necessary for us 
to proceed. 
Definition 2.2.1. A (non-cut-off) Markov process consists of the following ele-
ments. 
(i) A non-empty set Vt and a function Xt{uj) = x[t, u) defined on [0, oo) x VL 
which takes values in a measurable space {E^ 均 ( t h e cr-field 键 is assumed 
to contain all singletons). 
(ii) For 0 < s < a cr-field in a 
(i i i) For any 5 > 0 and x G a probability measure Pg^ x defined on a cr-field 
多s containing for all ^ > s. 
We say that these elements define a Markov process Ps,x) in the phase 
space ( E , ^ ) if the following conditions are satisfied. 
( 1 ) C^l^ovO<s<t< u. 
(2) Each Xt is ^(-measurable for 0 < s < 
(3) For any 0 < s < t smd T e 
P(s,x,t,r) := e T) 
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is a measurable function of x. 
(4) P { s , x , s , E \ { x } ) = 0. 
(5) For any 0 < s < t < u, X E E and F G 
holds Ps,a；-almost surely on Q. 
Intuit ively, ^ ^ is regarded as the collection of events observed during the time 
interval [s, and 尸各’工 gives the probabil i ty of these events assuming the particle 
visits X G E at t ime s. By (2) and (3), the term P(t, Xt, u, T) appeared in (5) is 
a ,多^measurable function of cj G fi. Condit ion (5) can be replaced by 
(5') For any 0 < s < t < u, x e E, A e ^nd T e 激， 
n e r}) = [ p{t,xuu,r)Ps,a:{cLj) 
J A 
Put t ing yl = we obtain Ps,x{^u G F) = f^^ P{t, Xt, u, T)Ps,x{duj)^ and a change 
of variable y = Xt{uj) gives 
P(s,x,u,r)= [ P〔s,x,t,dy)P(t, y,u,r) (2.5) 
J E 
holding for 0 < s < ^ < w, x G F G Equation (2.5) is known as Chapmari-
Kolinogorov equation. 
Among all Markov processes the one we wi l l consider (the diffusion process Xt 
constructed in §2 .1) has a, special property that P{s, x, t, P) depends on s, t only 
through t - s, i.e. P[s, x, t, F) = P(0, x’t - s, T). This kind of Markov process is 
said to be stationary. The precise definition is given below. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.2.2. A Markov process (x^, Ps’x) is stationary if 
(1) P{s,x,t,T) = P ( 0 , x , t - s，r) for 0 < s < X G E, r G ^ ； and 
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(2) For any l j e and any i > 0, there exists a/ G fi such that cch+t(⑴)=Xh(cj') 
for all h > 0. 
Given a Markov process, let 劣 be the a-field generated by the sets {xt G r } 
{t > 0, r € and be the minimal collection of subsets of Q, which is 
closed under the operations of taking arbitrary union, arbitrary intersection and 
complement. (Obviously,嗜 C 该*•) The condition that a Markov process being 
stationary is equivalent to the existence of a "shift" {9t} described in the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 2.2.3. A Markov process {xt, ? "is stationcLTy if and only i f , 
for any t > 0， there is a map 6: ^{Q) satisfying 
(a) Otn = n, et{A\B) = = U(沒,4。）anc?久(n/lj = n{OtAa) 
(where a runs through an arbitrary index set); 
(b) et{xi, eT} = {Xk+t e r } for h >0,r e 统;and 
(c) Pt,MA) = POAA) for any A G (S. 
Remark 2.2.4. Suppose Gt and Ot satisfy the conditions in Proposition 2.2.3. 
Then the collection = {A e : 9tA 二 瓦乂} contains all {x/,, G F} and is 
closed under all set operations. I t follows that 6t = Ot] the shift 9t is unique for 
a given Markov process. 
In [Dy], Dynkin defined stationary Markov process by the existence of 
and the equivalence wi th our definition was proved. A nice property of stationary 
Markov process is that if we set 麥t = 沪 t and P^； = Pq.x, the process is completely 
determined by the system (a;“多(’把工,久).See [Dy] for the re-construction of the 
stationary Markov process from this system. Due to the uniqueness of 9t, we 
may drop it out and speak of "a Markov process [xt, I^x)"- When such a 
phrase is used, we always mean the Markov process being discussed is stationary. 
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Sometimes we may even drop out the a-field 多t, in that case 梦t is understood 
to be the cr-field generated by the sets {xh G F} {0 < h < t, T e 
We wi l l distinguish among all Markov processes an important class of processes 
for which the Markov property "future is independent of the past" is valid in a 
stronger form. The notion of strong Markov process wi l l be introduced. 
Definition 2.2.5. Let {XT, Ps,x) be a Markov process. A function T: Q ^ 
s, oo] satisfying { r < i } € ^ ^ for t > s is called an s-Markov time. 
Intuitively, one can determine whether the event { r < t} occurs by observing 
the process during the time interval [s, t]. An s-Markov t ime r induces a a-field 
多 ; { s > 0) consisting of those Acn such that n { t g 力} G 多? for all t > s. 
Let be the cr-field of Borel subsets of [s, t ] , and set 風 = W e say 
that a Markov process is measurable if the map (w,a;) x{u, UJ) is <S) 
measurable for any 0 < s < t. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.2.6. A Markov process {xt, ^ ^ , Ps,x) is said to be strongly Markov 
i f i t is measurable and satisfies the following conditions. 
(1) For any fixed t > 0 and r e 風 
p(s ’ :M， r ) = Ps，zfeer ) 
is a (風 ⑧ ^)-measi irable function of s and x. 
(2) Suppose T is an s-Markov time, 7]{UJ) > T(UJ) is a 多:-measurable function, 
xe E and T e Then 
holds Ps^x-almost surely on Q. 
The main theorem in this section asserts the existence of a continuous Markov 
process X = (x,,, P^) on the Sierpinski gasket. This Markov process wi l l induce 
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an eqii icontini ious semigroup {P^: t > 0} of bounded linear operators which is 
a counterpart of the heat semigroup on R" . By the word "equicontinuous", we 
mean the following. 
Definition 2.2.7. Let B be a Banach space. A one-parameter fami ly {Pt'- t> 0} 
of bounded linear operators f rom B to itself is called a semigroup of class (CQ) 
i f 
(1) (Semigroup property) T。= / and Ts+t = TgTt for al l s, ^ > 0. 
(2) (Cont inu i ty) For any to > 0 and x £ B, \\PtX — — 0 as 力―力〇• 
T h e semigroup { / ) / } is said to be an equicontinuous semigroup of class (Co) i f 
it satisfies the following ext ra condit ion: for any continuous seminorm p on B, 
there exists a continuous seminorm q on B so that p{Ttx) < q(x) for a l H > 0 
and X G B. 
Having all the necessary concepts be defined, we come to the main theorem 
i l l th is section. A more general version of the theorem was proved in § 6 and § 7 
of [Ba]，and a direct proof can be found in [BP . 
Theorem 2.2.8. 
(a) There exists a continuous'^ strong Markov process X = P^；) on the Sier-
pinski gasket C. 
(b) The semigroup {Pi: ^ > 0 } on C{G) defined by 
Ptfix) = E “ / ⑷ ） 
is an equicontinuous semigroup of class (Co). In addition to being equicon-
tinuous, {Pt} is fiG-symmetric: 
[nPtgWG = f g[Ptf)d^iG, 
JG JG 
4We say that a Markov process is continuous if the sample path t h-> x{t,w) is continuous 
for all uj G i l . 
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where jiQ the standard measure on the Sierpinski gasket. 
(c) For n>0, let TJ} (7c = 0，1,...」be the successive disjoint hits by X on Gn. 
Then ？ : = X(T；!) (^ ” = 0’ 1 ’ . . J defines a SRW on Gn, and ？ 品 X t 
uniformly on compact intervals almost surely. In particular, (x^, Pq) is the 
process constructed in ^2.1. 
Hille-Yosida theory (see [Yo]) guarantees that every equicontinuous semigroup 
of class (Co) defined on a Banach space has an inf initesimal generator which is 
densely defined. App ly ing to {P t } , the operator thus obtained is regarded as a 
Laplacian on the Sierpinski gasket. 
Corollary 2.2.9. The infinitesimal generator 
no t 
is densely defined on C{G). 
We have come across w i t h the construction of a Laplacian on the Sierpinski 
gasket by using a probabil ist ic approach. The advantage of this approach is that 
the probabil ist ic arguments involved are highly intui t ive. Also, heat kernel esti-
mates are obtainable only via probabi l i ty theory. However, such an approach does 
have l imitat ions. The results obtained in this chapter depend on two properties 
of the Sierpinski gasket, namely i t is f initely ramified (i.e. adjacent cells intersect 
at only finitely many points) and has many symmetries. L indst r0m made similar 
construct ion on the class of nested fractals (see [Ba]); those fractals st i l l share the 
foregoing properties. I n §2.3, we wi l l explain why our construction of diffusion 
process fails for the Sierpinski carpet, which is not f ini tely ramified. Construct ing 
a diffusion process on the Sierpinski carpet is possible, but i t requires more effort. 
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2.3 Other ramifications 
A t the end of §2.2, we mentioned that the construction of a diffusion process on 
the Sierpinski gasket G relies on the fact that G is f ini tely ramified and possesses 
many local symmetries. In this section, we w i l l see why similar construction 
fails for the Sierpinski carpet C (see Figure 2.4)，and passing the argument to 
C is a non-tr iv ia l generalization. Another case we wi l l mention in this section 
is the case of nested fractal. The class of nested fractals, which was introduced 
by Lindstr0m, includes the Sierpinski gasket. On a nested fractal constructing a 
diffusion process (and therefore a Laplacian) is also possible. 
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Figure 2.4: The Sierpinski carpet 
Recall that the Sierpinski carpet C is the unique attractor of the similitudes 
Fi(x) == (J, = 0，1,…，7)，where { a 。 ， i s the vertex set of a square, 
and a,i’ <23’ <25，aj are midpoints of the edges of the square (see Figure 2.5). 
Following our earlier construction, the first step to construct a diffusion is to 
approximate C by an increasing sequence of f inite sets Vq C C • • •. I f i t were 
p.c.f. (a not ion to be defined in Chapter 3)，there would be a canonical choice of 
Vo- Unfortunately, this is not the case. We need to pick up a non-empty finite 
subset Vo C C satisfying Kq Q U L o ^iiVo) so that V,n 二 UM=m ^wiVo) defines 
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an increasing sequence of finite sets. Let us take Vq = {ao, a i , . . . , ay}. The next 
step is to make Vq into a graph. Unlike the si tuat ion of the Sierpinski gasket, 
we are not wi l l ing to make Vq into a complete graph, since we cannot deny the 
points ao and ai have significant difference. (Also, i t is unreasonable to let ao 
and (24 be adjacent.) Considering the geometric structure of C, a rather natural 
way to obtain a graph may be making i t cyclic (see Figure 2.5). 
ttQ as (14 (26 _ <^5 _ _ _fl4 
ft?" " as a-r as 
fio a\ ci2 do ai <^2 
Figure 2.5: The sets Vb and Ki = U L o F i ( K ) ) 
Here is the reason why the construction in §2.1 fails. Consider a SRW on G'l 
(the graph w i th vertex set Vi) start ing at ao. W i t h a positive probabil i ty, i t w i l l 
h i t «2 before h i t t ing a i or a j . The analog of Proposit ion 2.1.3 is false in this case. 
( I f we take Vq = {ao, a-z, a^j, ao}, similar problem wi l l occur.) 
We have seen that a naive generalization of our earlier construction fails for the 
Sierpinski carpet C, and more effort is required. Indeed, the correct "boundary" 
is not f inite; i t is the (topological) boundary of the outer square (the one w i th 
vertices «。，«2) <^ 4’ ^g)- Barlow and Bass [Bass] constructed a diffusion process 
on C in the following way. Let <5。= [0，1]"^  be the outer square and let Sn = 
|J|切 1=71 Fyj{So). We define the "absorbing boundary" daSn to be Sn f l { ( x , y): x = 
1 or y = 1} and define the "reflecting boundary" drSn to be dSn \ daSn, where 
dSn is the topological boundary of Sn- Let ⑴ be a Browniai i mot ion on 
w i t h normal reflection on drSn and absorption on daSn. Speeding up Wn(t) by 
certain constants a „ , Xn { t ) : = 力)will have a weak subsequential l imi t . 
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This is the way of constructing a diffusion process on C. The constants AN are 
chosen as follows. Let 
r(Wn) = ini{t： Wn{t) e daS,,} 
be the first exit t ime of Wn- We set 
Ctn = sup E工 
X 6 5 „ 
In other words, we speed up the process so that the mean exit time for X n { t ) = 
is less than or equal to 1. The difficulty involved in this construction is 
that there may be points whose exit time is much less that 1. In that case the 
process stops almost instantaneously. Technically, we let 
Pn = inf , E,T{Wn) 
and need to show 衆 remains bounded in n. We need to obtain some sort of 
Hariiack inequality. 
Another class of fractals on which we are able to construct a diffusion is the 
class of nested fractals. Roughly speaking, a nested fractal is a finitely ramified 
(more precisely, p.c.f.) self-similar set K C M.^ defined by the similitudes F i , F2, 
...，Fm having the same contraction ratios so that the "boundary" Vq (which is 
a finite subset of K ) satisfies 
(1) (Connectivity) For any i j G { 1 , 2 , . . . , m } , there exist zq = i,,“，...， 
ir = j such that Fi^(Vo) n — 0 for A; = 1, 2, . . . , r ; and 
(2) (Symmetry) For any x, y e VQ and n > 0, Qxy (the reflection in the bisecting 
hyperplane of x and y) maps n-cells into n-cells. 
The notion of nested fractal was introduced by Lindstr0m. The construction of 
a diffusion process on a nested fractal is given in [Ba], using the Dirichlet form 
approach which has more in common wi th the analytic approach in Chapter 3 
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than the probabilistic approach in this chapter. The key point is that for nested 
fractals we are able to solve an eigenvalue problem Rr{D) = XD for certain non-
linear homogeneous map Later, this result was generalized to affine nested 
fractals (basically they are nested fractals except we allow the contraction ratios 
to be different) and then to strongly symmetric fractals by Kigami (see [Ki]). 
There is a conjecture in [Ba, §5] (also in [Ki, page 117]) saying that the polytope 
formed by the boundary of an affine nested fractal is regular and is either a planar 
polygon, a (/-dimensional simplex, or a d-dimensional crosspolytope for d > 3. We 
wi l l provide an elementary proof to this conjecture in §4.2. In §4.3, we wi l l t ry 
to characterize the boundary of strongly symmetric fractal. 
Chapter 3 
The Analytic Approach 
In this chapter we wi l l summarize another construction of Laplacian on fractal 
sets. The approach is due to Kigaini , and most results from §3.1 to §3.3 can be 
found in [K i . 
The basic strategy goes as follows. We approximate the fractal set K by an 
increasing sequence of f inite sets. On each of these sets, we define a discrete 
Laplacian. I f the discrete Laplacians are chosen consistently, we would expect 
them to converge to a Laplacian on K . In §3.1，we introduce the not ion of dis-
crete Laplacian and go through some basic properties of i t . In §3.2, we explain 
how a Laplacian can be obtained from a compatible sequence of discrete Lapla-
cians. A compatible sequence conies from a harmonic structure, whose existence 
is discussed in §3.4. We wi l l see that for the strongly symmetric fractals harmonic 
structures exist. 
3.1 Discrete Laplacians on finite sets 
For any set K , let i{V) be the set of all real-valued functions on V. When V is 
f inite, i{V) is equipped w i th the standard inner product {u, v) = ^.p^y u(p)v(p) 
for U, V G I(V). 
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Definition 3.1.1. Let K be a non-empty finite set. A real-valued symmetric 
bil inear form £ on 1{V) is called a Dirichlet form on V i f 
( D F l ) S(u,u) > 0 for any u e i(V)] 
(DF2) u) = 0 i f and only if u is constant on V] and 
(DF3) For any u G we have E{u,u) < where u G i(V) is defined by 
1 if u(p) > 1 
u{p) = u(p) if 0 < u{p) < 1 
0 if u(p) < 0 
V 
(DF3) is called the Markov property. We use VT[V) to denote the collection 
of all Dir ichlet forms on V. 
For any finite set V having n elements, i{V) is identified w i th M". Every 
symmetric l)ili i iear form S on £{V) corresponds to a unique n x n matr ix H = 
(Ilpq)p^q^v by the relation <f (w, v) = — (u, Hv). (A negative sign is added since 
we expect a discrete Laplacian, which we are going to define, to be non-positive 
definite.) The conditions ( D F l ) , (DF2) and (DF3) can be stated using H instead 
of E as follows. 
Definition 3.1.2. A n ri x n symmetric real matr ix II = (JIpq)p’(jev is called a 
(discrete) Laplacian on V if 
( L A I ) H is non-positive definite, i.e. (w, IIu) < 0 for any u e i{V)\ 
(LA2) Hu = 0 if and only if u is constant on V\ and 
(LA3) Ilpq > 0 for all p ^ q e V . 
We use CA{V) to denote the collection of all Laplacians on V. (LAS) is 
also called the Markov property. As mentioned before, any n x n symmetric 
real mat r ix / / corresponds to a unique symmetric biliiieai, form SH defined by 
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V) = —{ii, Hv). This induces a correspondence between Dirichlet forms 
and Laplacians. 
Proposi t ion 3 .1 .3 . Let H = be annxn symmetric real matrix. Then 
II e CA{V) if and only ifSn G 
A standard example of a Laplacian on K = {Pi，P2，P3} is 
(-2 1 l \ 
D = 1 - 2 1 . 
1 -2； 
A direct calculation shows that the corresponding symmetric bilinear f o r m 。 i s 
g iven hy SD{U, U) = {X — Y)'^ + [y — Z)'^ + (2 — X)'^, where x = U{PI)^ y = U[P2) and 
z = u{ps). Incidentally, (LA2) guarantees that each row sum (and hence column 
sum) is zero. 
Suppose II G CA{V) and U is a. non-empty proper subset of V. Then H can 
be restricted to [H]u G CA{U) in the following way. 
T h e o r e m 3 .1 .4 . Let V be a finite set and U a non-empty proper subset of 
V. Suppose // € CA(V). We define T: i{U) — i{U), J: e{U) — ^{V) and 
X : i [ V ) by 
(T A 
乂，/ X ) 
where J ' is the transpose of J. For any 11 G <(【/)，we define h{u) G i{V) by 
h{u)\u= u and h{u)\v\u= —X~^Ju. (3.1) 
Then h{u) is the unique element in i{V) that minimizes Sniv, v) among all v € 
i{V) with V \u= u. The symmetric operator lH]u := T — belongs to 
CA{U) and satisfies 
S[H]fj(u,u) = SH(h{u),h{u)) = mm{SH{VjV): v e i{V),v\u= u}. 
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Remark 3.1.5. The symmetric operator X in Theorem 3.1.4 can be proved to 
be negative-definite. I t follows that exists, and h{u) is well-defined by (3.1). 
Definition 3.1.6. Let H G CA{V), where V is a finite set. The effective resis-
tance metric or simply effective resistance (wi th respect to H) RH : V X V ^ 
0，oo) is defined by R.H(P,P) = 0 and 
Ruip, q) = ( m i n { ~ ( w，u ) : u e i{V),u(p) = 1’u{q) = O})—】 
for p ^ q E V. (We wi l l see that RM is indeed a metric on V.) 
One can associate to any H G CA{V) an actual electric circuit in the following-
way. We th ink of the elements of V as terminals, and between each pair of 
terminals p, q we attach a resistor of resistance r"? = {Hpq)~^. Each terminal 
is connected to the plus-side of a battery while the minus-side is grounded. For 
a given electric potential u G ^{V), the current between terminals p and q wi l l 
then be ipq = {u{p) — u(q))/rpq = — u{q)). The total current from a 
terminal p to the ground is given by i(p) = — J^g hq = (^/w)(/?). From this point 
of view, the effective resistance defined above is the actual resistance considering 
all resistors in the circuit. 
Notation. Let Vi C V2 be finite sets, Hi G CA{Vi) and H2 G £^(^2). We write 
(Ki, / / i ) < H2) if [ Ih ]v, = H i or {Vu H i ) = (K2, I h ) - (In terms of Dirichlet 
forms, (Vi, Hi) < {V2, H2) holds if and only if 8HI(U,U) = miri{£^//2(y，t*): v G 
肌 )，外 , 1 = u} for any u G £(Vi).) 
The basic properties of effective resistance are collected in the following the-
orem. 
Theorem 3.1.7. 
(a) II G CA{V) is uniquely determined by Rh- In other words, Hi，II2 G 
CA{V) and 州 = R h 】 imply Hi = H2. 
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( b ) Suppose Vi C V2 are finite sets，Hi G CA[V\) and H2 G CA{V2)- Then 
(Vi, f-h) < (V'2, H-i) if and only if RH,{p,q) = R^hiP^ q) for any p, q G Vi. 
(c) Let H e CA{V). Then, for any p, q e V , 
RH{P, q) = m a x | 丨 " ? 丨 ： u G 《 V ) ’ £："(!/’ iz) > o | . 
( d ) For any H G CA(V), /?//(., •) is a metric on V. 
The proofs of these results can be found in [Ki, Chapter 2]. The not ion of 
effective resistance metric has great significance in the construction of Laplacian 
on fractal sets. Let us consider the Sierpinski gasket. As in Chapter 2 we can 
approximate the Sierpinski gasket by f inite graphs having vertex sets VO Q V\ Q 
• • •. Suppose a discrete Laplacian 11川 E CA{Vm) is chosen for each m. Then 
there wi l l be an effective resistance metric on each I f these /?//,„'s are 
consistent, they w i l l define a metric on V^ = ( J二0 乂“” However, K is not yet the 
Sierpinski gasket; we st i l l need to take the completion of K - This is the reason 
why we need a metric. 
The consistence condit ion described above can be formulated in terms of ef-
fective resistance metric or in terms of discrete Laplacians. In §3.2, we wi l l choose 
the lat ter as a def ini t ion and introduce the not ion of compatible sequence. 
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3.2 Laplacian from a compatible sequence 
Definition 3.2.1. Let Vq C l/^  C • • • be an increasing sequence of non-empty 
finite sets and //爪 € CA{Vm) for each m > 0. We say that S = {(Kn，IIm}m>o is 
a compatible sequence i f ( V „ , ， < ( K „ + i ’ / / m + i ) for a l l m > 0. 
A compatible sequence induces a non-negative bilinear form and a metric on 
Definition 3.2.2. Let S — {(V,n, / /„ ,} ,„>o be a. compatible seuqnce. Set K = 
U 二 。 D e f i n e 
：= e ^ ( K ) ： l im (f//’„(W’ 'U) < oo| 
777—»00 J 
and 
for u, V € J^s- Also, we define the effective resistance Rs： V^ x V^ —> [0, oo) 
associated with S by setting /?5(p, q) = (p, q) for p, (/ G Vm-
Remark 3.2.3. I t is not hard to see that Ts is a linear space and Ss is a 
non-negative symmetric bilinear form on Ts- In fact, after certain identification 
、J^sl〜,8s) is a Hilbert space. We wi l l come back to this matter later. 
Some familiar results in the discrete case continue to hold under this setting 
(see [Ki, Chapter 2] for proofs). 
Theorem 3.2.4. 
(a) Fix any integer m > 0. There exists a linear map i(Vm) — ^s so 
that, for any u G i(Vm), fhn(^) is the unique element in J^s satisfying 
"m(«)k„= ” and 
< ^ S ( " m ( “ )， " m ⑷） = u ) = mi l l v): V G Ts,“丨‘：. 
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(b ) Rs is a metric on V*. 
(c) For any p, q eV” 
R.s、P、q) = ( m i n {Ss{u, u):ue Ts, u{p) = l,u{q) = 0 } ) " ^ 
= m a x I 丨 : ( 广 : u e T s , 8 s ( u , … > o } . (3.2) 
Theorem 3.2.4(c) implies 
HP) - uiq)F < Rs(p,q)es{u,u) (3.3) 
for u e Ts and p, q e K - I t follows tliat^ ！Fs ^ C ( K , Rs)- In the view of its 
importance, let us put this simple observation as a theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 2 . 5 . Ts is a linear sub space of C{y” Rs), and 8s is a non-negative 
symmetric bilinear form on Ts- Moreover, Ss(u, u) = 0 if and only ifu is constant 
on K . 
Proof. For u, v G ^s, 
f / / „ , … + “ -hv) = £：//„, {u, u) + <f//,„ (u，v) + (U, V) 
< U) + V) + 28HAU, V) 
which shows u-\- v £ Ts- Other requirements for Ts to be a linear space are ob-
vious. Inequality (3.3) guarantees that u is unifonnly continuous and is bounded 
oil bounded subsets of ( K , RS). Therefore, J^S is a linear subspace of C(Kk, RS)-
The assertions concerning 8s follows from corresponding results of Sn^. • 
We define an equivalence relation on Ts by wri t ing u 〜 t ; if and only if u — v 
is constant on K - For any u € J^s, we let = u \y^. Then 1 ) = 
— " m l 〉 = 0. I t follows that 8s[u^ 1) = 0 for any u G and Ss can be 
natural ly defined on J ^ s卜 . I n fact, we have the following result from [Ki, §2.2 . 
'For a metric space {X,d), C{X, d) denotes the collection of all real-valued uniformly con-
tinuous functions 011 X which are bounded on bounded subsets of X 
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T h e o r e m 3.2.6.、J^s l 〜、Ss) is a Hilbert space. Moreover, for any u ^ Ts we 
have Ti £ J^s and Ss(u, u) < £s、u,u), where u = m a x { m i n { u , 1} , 0 } is defined in 
the same way as in (DF3). 
We would like certain properties of the pair (^5, ！Fs) be preserved after the 
completion of (K., Fts、' We extract these properties from (<^5, Ts ) and put them 
into the following definition. 
Definition 3.2.7. A pair {S, ！F) is called a resistance form on a set X if i t satisfies 
the following conditions. 
( R F l ) ^ is a linear subspace of i { X ) containing constants, and is a non-negative 
symmetric bilinear form on J^. Moreover, S{IL, U) = 0 if and only if u is 
constant on X . 
(RF2) (巧〜，<f ) is a Hilbert space, where u 〜 v means u, v e T and u — v is 
constant on X . 
(RF3) For any finite subset V C X and any v G there exists u e T such 
that w|v'= V. 
(RF4) For any p, q e X , 
卿(丨咖)-卞)丨：?,白厂 0} 
I 彻 ’ u) J 
is finite. 
(RF5) a e T implies u^ T and E^u, u) < S{u, w), where u = max{ in in{ i i , 1}, 0}, 
as before. 
Let 1ZJ^{X) be the collection of all resistance forms on X. Resistance form is 
a generalization of Dirichlet form. Indeed, for a finite set V, 8 £ VT{V) i f and 
only if (EJ(V)) e nT[V). (RF5) is also called the Markov property. 
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In the case of a finite set V , we have three notions: Dirichlet form EH G 
VT{V), d i sc re te L a p l a c i a n H G JCA{V) a n d effect ive resistance RH- These no-
tions are equivalent in the sense that each of them determines the other two. 
Resistance form (<f, T ) G 71T{X) , as a generalization of Dirichlet form, also 
corresponds to resistance metric defined below. 
Definition 3.2.8. A map R : X x X [0, oo) is called a resistance metric on 
the set X if, for any finite subset V C X, there exists Hy e CA(V) such that 
R.HV, where RH^ is the effective resistance wi th respect to Hy. 
Let TZM.{X) be the collection of all resistance metrics on X. As a generaliza-
t ion of the discrete case, there is a one-to-one correspondence between resistance 
forms and resistance metrics. A proof can be found in [Ki, §2.3 . 
Theorem 3.2.9. 
(a) Suppose {8, T) G Then，for any p ^ q e X； 
min{<f (u, u): u e T, u{p) = 1’ u(q) = 0} (3.4) 
exists and is positive. If we define jR,(p,q) to be the reciprocal of (3.4) and 
set R(p,p) = 0, theji R G n M { X ) , and 
R{p, q) = m a x I 丨 - 、 ⑷ 丨 ^ ( i i , u ) > o l (3.5) 
I «^(«’"） J 
(b) Conversely, any R G TZM{X) is obtained from a unique G 1ZT{X) 
through the relation (3.5). 
Definition 3.2.10. Define the "form-to-metric" map FMx ： -> nM{X) 
and “metric-to-form’, map MFx ： 71M[X) — 7ZT{X) by using the correspon-
dence described in Theorem 3.2.9. (The two maps are inverses of the other.) 
The resistance form and resistance metric that concern us are those come 
from a compatible sequence. A l l results in the following proposition are basically 
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restatements of what we have already known, except the fact Rs G 1ZM(V*), 
which was proved in [Ki, §2.3 . 
Proposition 3.2.11. Let S = //m)}rT7>o be a compatible sequence. Then 
{Ss.J's) e and Rs G nM{V.), where V； = U : o 乂爪. 
Remark 3.2.12. Recall that (Ss.J^s) and Rs are related by (3.2). So, Rs = 
F M v A S s . J ' s ) and {Ss^^Fs) = M F y ^ R s ) . 
We explained before the reason for introducing effective resistance on Vm is 
that we need a metric to complete K . 
Notation. {Qs, Rs) denotes the completion of ( K , Rs). 
We have already observed Ts C Rs). I t follows that Ts is natural ly 
identified as a linear sul)space of ^ s ) , and、£s,『s) can be regarded as a 
])ilinear form on ( l }^ , Rs). There is a technical question involved in the completion 
process. Is (<^5, J^s) ^ TZJ^i^lsV Equivalently, is the extended Rs G K M i ^ s Y ? 
This is by no means t r iv ia l and was proved in [Ki, §2.3 . 
Theorem 3.2.13. Let G and R = FMx(S,T). Suppose (X, R) 
is the completion of (X，R) . Then e n T ( X ) and R e n M ( X ) . 
Corol lary 3 . 2 . 1 4 . Assuming / / „ , G CA(Vm) for all m > 0，we have {Ss, ^s) ^ 
nT(ns) and Rs G TZMi^s). 
I l l §3.3, the compatible sequence S wi l l come from what we call a harmonic 
structure on a, p.c.f. fractal K . Under certain conditions, the completion i^s can 
he shown to be hoineoinorphic to K. A self-similar measure on K can be regarded 
as a measure on The next theorem asserts that, roughly speaking, when X 
possesses a resistance metric and a Borel measure satisfying some nice properties, 
the corresponding resistance form (E, T ) wi l l be a closed form on L^(^i). Following 
the general theory of self-adjoint operators, a closed form always corresponds to 
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a non-negat ive sel f -adjo int operator H . F rom an abstract po in t of v iew, the 
opera to r — I I shou ld be the Lap lac ian tha t we wanted to define. 
We now present one of the most impo r tan t theorems in th is chapter, whose 
p roo f can be found in [K i , §2.4 . 
T h e o r e m 3 .2 .15 . Suppose R G 71T(X) is such that ( X , R) is separable, and 
suppose ” is a a-finite Borel measure on ( X , R). Let J^) = MFx(R). Define 
<f v) := E{u, v) + / uvdfi 
Jx 
for u, V e n F. Then (L'^fi) n T, Si) is a Hubert space. Moreover, if 
IL(X) < oo and F^. q)di.t{p) for some q E X, then the identity map from 
n J^.Si) to (厂2(",)，II . 11^2) is a compact operator. 
Recal l the fo l lowing we l l - known result concerning closed forms and self-adjoint 
operators . 
Proposit ion 3 . 2 . 1 6 . Let be a real separable Hilbert space. Suppose Q: D o m ( Q ) x 
D o m ( Q ) —)• R , where D o m ( Q ) is a dense subspace of is a non-negative sym-
metric bilinear f o j i n . Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(a) There exists a non-negative, densely defined, self-adjoint operator H on 光 
such that D o n i ( Q ) = D o m ( / / " 2 ) and Q ( f , ( j ) =〈//".V’ Ip/'^g). 
(b ) ( D o n i ( Q ) , Q i ) is a Hilbert space, where Qi(/，"）：= Q{f,g) +〈/，&• 
R e m a r k 3 . 2 . 1 7 . A b i l inear f o r m Q : D o i n ( Q ) x D o m ( Q ) — R satisfying" any one 
of the cond i t ions h i P ropos i t i on 3.2.16 is called a closed form on J i f . 
Corollary 3 .2 .18 . Under the assumptions of Theorem. 3.2.15 with an extra as-
sumption that L^(i-i) m is dense in || • ||/；2)， there exists a non-negative, 
densely defined, self-adjoint operator II on such that 
D o i n ( / / i / 2 ) = :F and E{u,v) =〈""V H”、、 
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for all u, V € T. Moreover, if i-i{X) < oo and f^ R.(p, q)dii(j)) for some q E X, 
then II has a compact resolvent. 
We have finished the goal of this section, namely the construction of a Lapla-
cian f rom a compatible sequence S having the Markov property. However, a key 
question rises. Where does the compatible sequence come from? §3.3 is devoted 
to answer this question. 
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3.3 Compatible sequence from a harmonic struc-
tures 
The main conclusion in this chapter wi l l be saying that, for certain class of fractal 
sets, we are able to construct a compatible sequence and therefore be able to 
obtain a Laplacian using the results of §3.2. Unt i l §4.3, we are not concerned 
w i th how large the class of fractal sets is. In the mean while, we always keep in 
mind that the unit interval and the Sierpinski gasket are standard examples. 
The class one may start to consider is the class of self-similar fractals. We 
wi l l see that this class is too huge; we are not able to construct a Laplacian on 
an arbitrary self-similar fractal. Before coming across wi th this matter, we would 
like to point out that, from analytic point of view, only the topological nature of 
the self-similar set is important; we are not concerned wi th how it embeds into 
R'^. As a topological description, we introduce the notion of self-similar structure. 
Definition 3.3.1. A self-similar structure {K\ { F j ^ r i ) consists of a compact 
metric space K and finitely many continuous injections Fi： K —> K [i = 1, 
2, . . . , N) such that there exists a continuous siirjectioii TT: E satisfying 
Fj OTT 二 TT ofT,, where E = { 1 , 2 , . . . , A^}"^ is the one-sided shift space and cr,-: E —^  
E is defined l)y (7i{w\ w2 • • •) = iw\w2 . . . . 
Remark 3.3.2. There is a standard topology on E. Fix any 0 < r < 1. A metric 
oil E is defined by d{w, v)= where 'p{w, v) = min{A： G N: Wk — "A’} — 1-
The topology induced by this metric is independent of the choice of r . 
Note that 
/ N \ N 
\ i= l / 1=1 
justisfying the term "self-similar". However, it should be noted that, even if 
K C K"，the F, 's need not be similitudes; K need not be a self-similar fractal. 
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I t is an easy exercise to show that , for any inf inite word u; G E, the set 
FYJ{K) ：二 contains a unique element, namely 7T{W). In other 
words, the map TT : E —> is uniquely determined by ( / (， { F J仏 ( T h i s is one of 
the reasons why we require TT to be continuous and siirjective in Definit ion 3.3.1.) 
T l ie general philosophy of having a self-similar structure is that i t induces an 
addressing system on A'; every x e K is represented by one or more words in E. 
Suppose K) is a non-empty finite subset of K . We define Vi.V-i ,--- inductively 
by Kn = U i l i ^ t ( K n - i ) and set K = Um=o- I t is not hard to see that 
is always dense in E, even i f we choose VQ to be a singleton. Since TT: S —> 
K is a continuous surjection, the set K must be dense in K . This allows us 
to approximate I\ hy a sequence of f inite sets. In order to apply the results 
established in §3.2, VQ need to be chosen so that we have an increasing sequence 
Vo ^ VI ^ … ’ i.e. Vo need to satisfy VQ C I J i l i -^I(K))- Given a self-similar 
s t ructure { F j j ^ i ) , how should we choose a non-empty finite subset VQ C K1 
Certainly, we should not take an arbi t rary one. A naive guessing may suggest 
U = U i / j 厂'(八)门 FJU〈）. A l l obvious problem is that U may not be finite in 
general. 
Definition 3.3.3. A self-similar structure (/v, { F i } f L i ) is said to be finitely ram-
ified i f 
U = [JF,{K)NFJ{K) (3 .6 ) 
is a f inite set. 
Another problem is that the set U in (3.6) may not satisfy U C FIIJJ、. 
We have to impose an extra assumption to guarantee the foregoing inclusion. To 




it suffices to f ind V C H which is invariant under the shift operator a : S —> E 
defined by a(w]iU2 • . . ) = ⑶ 2 ⑴ 3 . • . . The reason goes as follows. Suppose V CT, 
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is invariant under a. Then we take VQ = 八 V 、 . For any x G VQ, we wr i te 
X = 7r{'w) w i t h w G V. I t follows that x = TT('⑴)二 Fyj^['K(Gw))=尸如八y), where 
y = 7r(crw) G Vq. Therefore, Vq = tt{V) satisfies (3.7) whenever V is invariant 
under a. Th is motivates the fol lowing defintion, which introduces one of the most 
impor tan t notions in this chapter. 
Definition 3.3.4. Suppose C = (A', {Fi}^^^) is a self-similar structure. Let 
U = U ,句 Fi{K) n C = 7T-'{U) and V = U 二 i We say that C is 
post critically finite (or p.c.f. for short) i f P is a finite set. 
Remark 3.3.5. Given any self-similar structure £ = the set C is 
called the cr i t ical set of and V is called the post crit ical set of C. When C is 
p.c.f., K is called a p.c.f. fractal. 
A p.c.f. self-similar structure L is clearly finitely ramified. However, the con-
verse is not true. A counter example is i l lustrated by Figure 3.1, which shows a. 
i ioi i-p.c.f. finitely ramified self-similar structure. Each F,： ( i = 1，2, ..., 6) maps 
ai l equi lateral tr iangle into one of the six smaller pieces. To see why it is not 
p.c.f.’ we suppose F , ( / \ ) and F j ( / \ ) intersect at a, single point x. Then 7r~^(x) is 
the set of al l inf ini te words formed by the digits i and j . The post cri t ical set V 
is inf ini te. 
Figure 3.1: A noii-p.c.f. f ini tely ramified self-similar structure 
For any p.c.f. self-similar structure C = (/v', { F j J L i ) , we define VQ — 
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(Vo is called the boundary of K . Such a name is used since Fi(J<) r\ F 八 K ) = 
Fi(Vo) n Fj(Vo) for i + j.) Also, let = U|H=r. Fx^(叫.Then Ko C C • • • 
would be an increasing sequence of f ini te sets. To make sure VQ ^ 0, we w i l l 
focus on connected p.c.f. self-similar structure. (See [Ki, p. 33] which gives a 
necessary and sufficient condit ion for K to be connected.) The connectivity of K 
guarantees Vq except for the t r iv ia l case where K is a singleton and N = 1. 
N o t a t i o n . Unless otherwise stated, £ = ( K , (Ju j^L i ) always denotes a connected 
p.c.f. self-similar structure. To avoid t r iv ia l i ty , we always assume N〉1. (Thus, 
the boundary VQ is always non-empty and finite.) 
By focusing on the class of connected p.c.f. fractals, K can be approximated 
by an increasing sequence \,() C \ \ C . • • of non-empty finite subsets, in the 
sense that = |Jm=o dense in K . The next step is to construct discrete 
Laplacians / / „ , G CA[Vjn) ( ' ” = 0, 1, . . . ) which gives us a compatible sequence 
S = { (K, „ , //〃,）}川狄 We construct the / / , „ 's as follows. For any D E CA(Vo) and 
any TV-vector r = (n，/,?，…’ r^v) of positive numbers, we define / / � = D and, for 
in > 1, 
•= E 丄 ( 3 . 8 ) 
I I ‘ w \ w \ = 7 n 
where /《“，：— £(Vo) is defined by = / o It is routine to show that 
/ / „ , G CA{Vm) ' The coiTespoiidiiig Dir ichlet form 8 s a t i s f i e s 
<^ //,„("’ ")= 丄<^d("。F‘{； oF⑴)• 
I I 7 LU 
I f the / / , „ 's are compatible, we w i l l be able to apply the results in §3.2. 
Definition 3.3.6. (D, r) is called a harmonic structure on C if S = {(V^，Hm)}m>Q 
is a compat ib le sequence. A harmonic str i ictr i ie (D , r ) is said to be regular i f 
( ) < r, < 1 for / = 1, 2, N. 
Once we have a hannoi i ic structure, we may use Corollary 3.2.18 to obtain a, 
i ioi i - i iegative, densely defined, self-adjoint operator II on I)(yts“L), where is 
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the completion of ( K , Rs) and is a given measure. As we mentioned before, the 
operator —II should be our Laplacian. A minor problem is that Qs may not be 
homeoniorphic to K , since Rs may not be consistent wi th the original topology 
of K . The next proposition tells us when Qs is homeomorpliic to K . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 . 3 . 7 . Let ( / ) , r) be a harmonic structure on C. Then there exists a 
contiriuous mjection 9: Qs ^ 八 which is the identity on K- Moreover, 0: Qs 
K is a horneoinorphisni if and only if ( D , r ) is regular. 
Remark 3.3.8. As a matter of fact, if (D, r) is a harmonic structure and r i = 
7.2 = … = t h e n r,_ < 1 for all /:，i.e. (D, r) is regular. 
A more important problem is the existence of a harmonic structure on C. 
We liavo results about the existence which include certain important class of 
sclf-sirnilar sets. The next proposition gives a necessary and sufficient condition 
for (/),7,) to 1)0 a harnioiiic; structure. I t uses the self-similarity to reduce the 
existence i)rol)k、m to a simpler problem. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 . 3 . 9 . ( / ) , r) is a harmonic structure if and only if (VQ, HQ) < 
(Vulh)-
Wo remark that Proposition 3.3.9 does not really solve the existence problem 
because finding (D, r) to satisfy (VQ, flo) < (Vi, / / i ) is still a formidable task. 
Suppose R = ( n , r ? , . . . ’ nv) is given. We define R,.： CA{VO) — CA{VQ) by 
/?,(/；) = [//i]vb, where U, = as in (3.8). I t is not, hard to 
see that if I) is an eigenvector of R,.，i.e. /?.,,(/)) 二 A/J, then the eigenvalue 
A must be positive, and RXR(L)) = +尺r(/)) == ^(AD) = D. We see that the 
existence problem of a harmonic structure is reduced to the eigenvalue problem 
Rj.( I)) = \ I ) for the non-linear homogeneous map /?,.. 
Due to the non-linearity of /?,., the eigenvalue problem is extremely difficult. 
The only general result, which was discovered by Kigami, asserts that the eigen-
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value problem is solvable for the strongly symmetric fractals. This is a generaliza-
t ion of the corresponding result about, nested fractals introduced by Lindstr0m 
(see [Li]). In the rest of this chapter, we wi l l go through the existence result for 
strongly symmetr ic fractals, which is the main result of this chapter. In §4.3, we 
t r y to characterize the class of strongly symmetric fractals, so that we know what 
k ind of fractals on which Kigami 's construction applies. Before proceeding, let 
us look at two examples. 
E x a m p l e 3 .3 .10. The uni t interval K = [0，1] has a self-similar structure given 
l)y Fi(.x) = I and 尸2(工）=宁.The cr i t ical set C = {12, 2 i } , and the post cri t ical 
set V = { i , 2} . K is a connected p.c.f. fractal w i t h boundary Vq 二 { • , 1}. Up to 
constant mult iples, the only choice for D G CA[VQ) is 
( - 1 l \ 
u - V 
Let r = (n,厂2) he a vector of positive numbers. A routine computation shows 
tha t 
丄 0 丄 、 
ri 
/ / i = 0 —丄 丄 
r‘2 7,2 
丄 丄 —J L 
\ ri 7-2 7-1 1-2/ 
and 
/ _ J . Q \ / 1 丄、 
/ " ( / ) ) = ["ilvb = '.1 ^ … , ‘ � • 
0 - 1 丄 4, \ ‘••“ \rir2 rj / 
I t is easy t() see that (/)，r) is a harmonic structure if and only if r i +7,2 二 1. The 
standard choice is of course r = In this case, 
S11’丄i“ a) = , (u ( - u ( j A M ^ . 
(1) U V V 2- J J 
Suppose u 6 1]). Then by mean value theorem there e x i s t 。 G 杀)， 
where j = 1，2, ..., 2⑴，such that 
j=l 
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as m —>• oo. I t follows that JF contains all C^([0, l])-functions and v)= 
JQ i i 'v ' for all u, V G C^([0,1]). Moreover, T is dense in 1],c/x). By 
Proposit ion 3.3.7, Vts is homeomorphic to [0,1]; we simply assume Vts = [0,1 
wi thout any loss of generality. Apply Corollary 3.2.18 wi th X 二 [0,1] and 
dfi = dx (the Lebesgue measure on [0，1]), the operator H thus obtained satisfies 
E(u, v) = / J ( / / " 2 " ) ( / / i〜 )， i . e . / J u'v' = /。1(/ - /1〜 ) ( " i〜 ) ’ which holds for u, 
V e C'H[0,1]). Suppose, in addition, u e C-( [0,1])门Doni( / / ) and v G C~((0 ,1) ) . 
Then 
[ u " v = - [ u'v' = - [ = - [ (Hu)v, 
Jo Jo Jo Jo 
saying that —IIu = u" as a distr ibution on (0,1) for any u G 1])门Doin(//). 
Incidentally, characterizing Do i i i ( / / ) is another story which is not discussed in this 
])aper. 
Let us remark that in this example the fractal Laplacian A^, = —II, being 
equal to 為、can l)c expressed by the second difference quotient formula 
〜 “ ⑷ = l i m ？,(‘T +去）+?小7 去 ( 3 . 9 ) 
m—oo /'J_ V 
V ) 
provided that u G C'-([0, l ] ) n D ( ) m ( / / ) and x G (junction point). The right 
ii ieinber of (3.9) can be realized as a reiionnalized l imit of discrete Laplacians, 
i.e. 
/ 1 \ - ” ' 
〜 " ( x ) = l im -
m — oo yz y 
E x a m p l e 3.3.11. The Sierpinski gasket K C M" defined by the similitudes 
F i {x) = ^ ^ ( i = 1，2, 3) is a connected p.c.f. fractal wi th boundary VQ = 
whore p i , p2, Ps are vertices of an equilateral triangle. Let us take 
j-2 1 l \ 
D = 1 - 2 1 . 
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This is the graph Laplacian^ of GQ. We t ry to obtain a harmonic structure by 
minimiz ing the graph energy Ei{u) = - u{q))'^ (sums over all edges of 
6 ' i ) subject to the boundary condition U\YQ= U, where u{pi) = a, u(p.2) = b and 
u{p3) = c are fixed constants. Let us label the values of u on Vi as in Figure 3.2. 
Part ia l differentiation yields the mean value equations 
< 
4x = b + z-\-y-\-c 
\ 4y = c + x-\-z-\-a 




“ Z b 
Figure 3.2: The values of u on Vi 
Solving for .c, y and z gives the following rule". 
r 1 2, 2 
X = -a + -b -h -c 
5 5 5 
9 1 9 
V = 70 + - 6 + ^c (3.10) 
5 5 5 
2 2 1 
z = -a-\- -b + - c 
5 5 5 
Let Ti e C(Vi) ])e the energy miniinizer given by (3.10), which is also called 
a haniionic extension of a. By a direct coinpiitatioii, Ei(u) = ^Eo(u), where 
Eo(u) = En(U, A) is the gmpl i energy associated to the graph GQ. We see that 
the renoniial ization factor is | (independent of the boimdary values a, b arid c). 
-The graph Laplacian AC of a finite connected graph G is defined by AGU{X) = 
u(x)), which aiitoniaticivlly satisfies the conditions of being a discrete Laplacian. 
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We take r = ( | , | ) . Then (D, r) is a harmonic structure. This is called the 
s tandard harmonic structure on the Sierpinski gasket. 
Let / i l)e the standard self-similar probabi l i ty measure on K . The fractal 
Laplacian A,, = —II satisfies 
= - 、 〜 i u } v d i i (3.11) 
J K 
whenever u G D o m ( / / ) and v ^ T vanishing on the boundary VQ. We wi l l briefly 
expla in how a poii i twise formula can be derived from (3.11). Let x G K<\Vo- Then 
X G Kn for large in. Take G i{Vm) be such that (})x^\y) = ^xy Extend (/£”) 
to …）e T by using the rule" repeatedly (harmonic extension). Pu t t ing 
V = ip i川 ) in (3.11) gives 
‘妨 " ' )） = - I (3.12) 
J K 
To avoid technical i ty, let us assume A ^ u is continuous. Then (3.12) implies 
J K 
i.e. 
。 ( 又 I f m u { x ) . (3.13) 
To compute 川）(//., we let F认 K) be an 77i-cell containing x and let y’ z 
he the other two boundary points of Then + ,0广）+ .々 i”'）= 1 on 
Fyj(I\), which implies J^,(八》tpf、、d/j = ：^；^. Since x is contained in two ???,-cells, 
, 八 = I • (3.13) becomes 
W i t h o u t g iv ing a detailed proof, we point out that the above consideration actu-
al ly leads to a point wise formula 
A.,u{x) = ^ liin 3"7/„,w(:c). 
2 川 一 oo 
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In terms of graph Laplacians A „ , = ^w^^w = (i)爪丑m，the pointwise 
formula is 
= 5 l i in (3.14) 
2 m—*oo 
Some people omit the factor of | in the pointwise formula (3.14). However, the 
factor of 5 is crucial. I f we replace 5 by a slightly smaller constant in (3.14), A^j 
w i l l always be zero, and we wi l l not end up w i th an interesting theory. Similarly, 
we cannot replace 5 l)y a slightly larger constant in (3.14). Let us remark that in 
§2.1 we use the same const ant to speed up the SRWs. 
The harmonic structures in Example 3.3.10 and Example 3.3.11 are regular. 
See [Ki, Example 3.1.7] for an example of non-regular harmonic structure. In 
§3.4, we wi l l see that a hannoii ic structure does exist if £ = ( / \ , J possesses 
enough symmetries. 
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3.4 Existence theorem for harmonic structures 
Let us start this section by several definitions and notations. 
Definition 3 .4.1. A homeomorphism g: K — K is called a symmetry of C 
i f, for any m = 0， 1，…， t h e r e exists a bijection p爪：W^ — W^ such that 
9{FUVO)) = F^^mIVo) for any w = 爪，where W,, = { 1 ， 2 ， . . . ’ TV}-. 
As symmetries are concerned, we shall assume K C R" and the barycenter 
X = YlxeVo 工 of K) is located at the origin. 
Notation. 
(1) Let m* = —以I: — e Ko}. Define /。, h , . . . , / , „ . - i inductively by 
lo = iiiin{|a:—j^l: X ^ y e. VQ} and Ij = min{|a:—: x, ?/ G V o， l ^ : — > I j - i j -
(2) Q = {g G 0{d): g\K is a symmetry of £ } . (Recall that 0(d) is the group 
of orthogonal transformation on R^.) Note that ^ is a group under compo-
sition. 
(3) For any x ^ y e R^, Qxy denotes the reflection in the bisecting hyperplane 
of X and y, which is given by 
/ 、 ^ ( U — 771’ X — I}), 、 
9xy{u) = u - 2) ’ - — ^ ( x — y), 
{x - y , x - y) 
where in = 
Definition 3 .4.2. We say that C = (A', is strongly symmetric if the 
fol lowing conditions are satisfied. 
(SSFl ) Vo is 口-transitive. Tha t is, for any x, y G Vo, there exists g e Q such that 
9{x) = y. 
(SSF2) Suppose x, y, z E Vq and \x — y\ = \x - z\. Then there exists g ^ Q such 
that g(x) = X and g{y) = z. 
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(SSF3) For any = 0，1’ …，m * — 2，there exist x, y, z e Vq such that \x-y\ = Ij, 
X — z\ = / j + i and 如 G Q. 
T h e set K is cal led a strongly symmetric fractal. 
Remark 3.4.3. As a reminder, in Defini t ion 3.4.2 we have impl ic i t ly assumed 
(1) K is a connected p.c.f. fractal and N > and (2) K C and the origin is 
the barycenter of VQ. 
Remark 3 .4 .4 . Our def ini t ion of strongly symmetric fractal is equivalent to the 
def in i t ion given in [Ki , §3.8], which includes an extra condition: 
(SSF4) For any x ^ y ^ VQ, there exists a path x = XQ, Xi, . . . , = y in Vq such 
tha t \ x j — X j _ i | = Iq for al l j. 
However, th is ext ra condit ion is automatical ly satisfied (see Corollary 4.3.7). 
A l though Def in i t ion 3.4.2 is logically precise, intui t ively i t is not clear that 
what k ind of fractals are strongly symmetric. We wi l l see in §4.3 that, for d = 3, 
the boundary VQ of a strongly symmetric fractal must be the vertex set of either a 
regular solid or a cuboctahedroii. More characterization results of the boundary 
of strongly symmetr ic fractal w i l l be given in §4.3. 
Definition 3.4.5. 
(1) The collection of symmetric Laplacians on VQ is defined by 
Cs{VO) = {D e CA[Vq) : DXY = DX'Y' whenever _ 二 — y'\]. 
(2) We say tha t r = (ri’『2，…，r^v), 0 < r^ < oo for all i, is ^- invariant i f 
ri = rj whenever there exists g ^ Q such that g{Fi(Vo)) = Fj(Vo). 
We are ready to state the main theorem in this chapter, whose long proof is 
given in [Ki , §3.8]. A sketch of proof w i l l be given here, and the use of strong 
symmet ry w i l l be emphasized. 
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T h e o r e m 3 . 4 . 6 . Let C = { K , { F i } f L i ) be strongly symmetric, and let r = 
(n，广2，• • •, TN) be Q-invariant. Then there exist D G ^ ^ ( V o ) and A > 0 such that 
{D, \ r ) is a harmonic structure on C. Moreover, the resistance form {8s, J^s) G 
obtained from the harmonic structure is Q-invariant, i.e. Ss{u, u)= 
Ss{u o g,uo g) for u G ！Fs and g e Q. 
Theorem 3.4.6 and Corol lary 3.2.18 allow us to define a Laplacian on any 
strongly symmetr ic fractal. The condit ion of being p.c.f. plays an essential role 
in obta in ing an increasing sequence VQ ^ Vi C • • • of finite sets. Connectivity 
(and the assumption •/V〉1) is used to guarantee VQ + 0. The strong symmetry 
implies the existence of a harmonic structure. Comparing to the probabilistic 
approach, the Laplacian obtained in this way is quite abstract. Theorem 3.4.6 
only gives the existence. In general we do not know D G £5(^0) and the constant 
A. Th is increases the di f f icul ty in dealing w i th this abstract Laplacian when we 
study di f ferent ial equations. Also, as we wi l l see in §4.3，the class of strongly 
symmetr ic fractals is actual ly very small. For instant, i t does not include the 
Sierpinski carpet since the Sierpinski carpet is not finitely ramified. 
Definition 3.4.7. Let £*(Vo) be the collection of all symmetric linear operators 
D: £{VO) —^ (Vo ) satisfying the following conditions. 
( V I ) D^y >OioY X j^ y a n d XlgeVo Dpq = 0 for any p e VQ. 
(V2) Dxy > 0 whenever — = IQ. 
(V3) \x — y\ > \x' — y'\ > 0 implies Dxy < Ar 'y ' . 
Lemma 3.4.8. 二（Vo) C £5(^0). 
Proof. Let D e 二（K)). By (V3), D工y = D工whenever _ = \x' - y'\. I t 
remains to show D G CA(VQ), or eqiiivalently, SD{U,V) = —{u, Hv) e VT[VQ). 
Observe tha t /)(«’ u) = \ Ex.yeVo Dxy {u{x) — u(y))\ ( D F l ) and (DF3) follows 
f rom ( V I ) . Suppose <fD(w’") = 0. We are going to show that u is constant on 
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Vo- For any p r/ G \,o’ by (SSF4) we can take a path p = XQ, XI, ..., Xn = q 
such that \x j — X j - i \ = Iq for all j. Then 
n 
Y^ OxjXi-, {u{Xj) - < Y^ A r y W 工 ） — = 
By (V2), DxjXj-x > () for all j. Therefore, u{xj) = u{xj-i) for all j, showing that 
u{p) = u((i). • 
Sketched proof of Theorem S.J^.6. The main tool used in the proof is the Brouwer's 
fixed point thoorein. We divide the proof in several steps. 
Step 1: If I) € ^^(Vo) and r is Q-mvariant, then 
(川 ) (�v" )= y]丄秘 /o尸⑴，"oFj 
I I ' ⑴ 
is Q-mvmiant This can l)c proved l)y induction on in. For m. = 0, /)(•’•）is 
obviously ^- invar iant. Suppose (川）(•，.) is ^-invariant. By the self-similarity, 
N 1 
( 川 o g, V � ( f ) = Y^ ( 叫 o g o F u V o g o Fi) (3.15) 
for u, V e ((I 川+1) and () G Q. If g(I\i) = A'j, then go f] = Fj ogi for some g, G Q. 
I t follows that 
<?("')(" O g o F“ V o g o Fj ) = f (川)（u o Fj o g“ v o Fj o 仏:） 
(3.16) 
Note that /•, = ,、since r is ^- invariant. (3.15) and (3.16) imply that 广 o 
Stcj) 2: If r is Q-invariant, tJicm /tV(£s’(Vi))) C Cs(Vo)- We omit the proof 
and point out that the strong symmetry plays an essential role in this step. See 
K i , Lemma 3.8.22 . 
Step 3: If r is Q-invariant, then H,.(C^(Vo)) C £*(V'o). The proof uses the 
result i l l step 2 and the strong symmetry. 
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Step 4: The eigenvalue problem for Rr is solvable. To show this, we first fix 
X, y G Vo so that — y\ = IQ. Let Z,(K)) 二 { D e £.(Vo)： Ary = 1}. Define 
Rr - C,{Vo) — C,{Vo) by K{D) = R , . ( D ) / N o t e that 2*(Vb) can be 
regarded as a subset of in a natural way, where = — : re + 
y G Vo} is defined as before. W i th this embedding, £*(Vo) is hoineomorphic to 
1 〜 
the closed unit ball in , and Rj. is continuous. By Brouwer's fixed point 
theorem, has a fixed point D G £*(Vo)- I t follows that RT(D)=入D, where 
A = Rr (D)xy Therefore, (D, Ar) is a harmonic structure. 
By step 1 ， • ) induced by the harmonic structure (D, Ar) is ^-invariant 
for all 771. Lett ing m —> oo, we see that ( ^ 5 , ^ 5 ) is ^-invariant. • 
Chapter 4 
On Two Related Classes of 
Symmetric Polytopes 
Aff ine nested fractal is a generalization of nested fractal introduced by Lindstr0m 
(see [Li]). The boundary of an affine nested fractal satisfies very strong symmetry 
conditions. The convex hull of the boundary is a highly symmetric poly tope, 
namely, i t is symmetric al)out the bisecting hyperplane of any two vertices. Here 
is a coii jecturc in [Ba, §5] (also in [Ki, page 117]). 
C o n j e c t u r e . A highly symmetric poly tope is regular and is either a planar poly-
gon, a d-dmiensional simplex, or a d-dimensional crosspolytope. 
In a coni inui i icat ion w i th Barlow, Maxwell sketched a proof of the conjecture 
(see [Max]). The proof uses the classification theorem for finite irreducible Eu-
clidean re ject ion groups (Coxeter groups). Since no details are included there 
and i t requires certain involved techniques, we wi l l present an elementary proof 
of the conjecture in §4.2. 
Another class of symmetric polytopes being discussed in this chapter is the 
class of strongly symmetric polytopes (see §4.3), whose vertex sets are the bound-
aries of some symmetric fractals discussed in [Ki]. On such a symmetric fractal, 
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Kiga in i successfully constructed a harmonic structure and a Laplacian. In §4.3, 
we w i l l t r y to characterize the class of strongly symmetric fractals. 
4.1 Symmetries and regular polytopes 
The purpose of this section is to explain the notations, terminologies and some 
known results being used in subsequent sections. We denote the convex hull of a 
subset K C hy conv(V) and the affine hull of V by aff(V). A pohjtope is the 
convex hul l of a finite subset of I t is known that a bounded set P Q 股“ is 
a polytope if and only if i t is an intersection of finitely many closed half-spaces. 
The clirneiision of a polytope I) is, by definition, the dimension of its affine hull. 
W i t h o u t loss of generality, we always assume F is full-dimensional. (We adopt 
the convention that the empty set is also a polytope; and let diin(0) ：二 —1.) A 
linear inequality {a,x) < 6, w i th a G and 6 G M, is said to be valid for P if i t 
is satisfied by all points x € /). W i t h this notion, we may define the following. 
Definition 4.1.1. Let I) C IT' he a (/-polytope. A face of P is a subset F C R^ 
of the form 
where {a, x) < b is valid for P. Note that F itself is a polytope, we say that F is 
a ‘/-dimensional face (or simply j/'-face) if d im(F) = j . 
From Defini t ion 4.1.1 it is easy to see that the empty set is always a ( —l)-fa.ce 
of any polytope. The faces of dimension ()’ 1, d — 1 are called vertices, edges 
and cells respectively. When we say two vertices are adjacent, we mean they 
are jo ined l)y an edge. Two j-faces of P, w i th j > 1, are said to be adjacent 
i f their intersection is a ( j — l)-face. The basic properties of faces, including 
Proposit ion 4.1.2 below, can be found in [Zi]; 
Proposition 4.1.2. Let P C R'' be a polytope. Then 
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( i ) F = conv{vert{F)), where vert[P) is the vertex set of P. 
( i i ) If we express I) as the convex hull of a finite subset V C R 〜 i . e . P = 
c o n v ( V)， t h e n the set V contains all vertices of P. 
I l l §4.2, we w i l l (leal w i th regular poly topes that we are going to define. Suppose 
C i , Cz are adjacent cells of a polytope P, and these cells are defined by the valid 
i nequa l i t i e s ( r t i , x ) < /) i，{a-i, x) < b,2. T h e dihedral angle between C i and C2 is 
defined to be the angle between the vectors ai and —a2. (A minus sign is added 
so that the dihedral angle between adjacent edges of a planar polygon equals the 
interior angle.) 
Definition 4 .1 .3 . A r/-polytope P is said to be regular if all cells of P are 
congruent regular [d — 1)—polyto])es and the dihedral angles between adjacent 
cells are al l equal. 
Def in i t ion 4.1.3 is the most intuit ive and natural definition for regular poly-
tope. However, it is not the most convenient one for our purpose. There are many 
equivalent definit ions for regularity. We wi l l use the one involving the notion of 
vertex figure. Suppose v is a vertex of a (/-polytope P Q and {a, x) < b is 
a val id inequality for I) defining the vertex v. For some 7/ > 0, the hyperplaiie 
/ / , , = { x : ax 二 b — ’f\ separates v from other vertices of P. The intersection 
P 门 II is called a vertex figure of P at the vertex v. Vertex figure at a given 
vertex, depending 0 1 1 the valid inequality and ?;, is not unique. However, the 
combinator ia l structure of the vertex figures at a given vertex is unique. The 
precise nieaii ing is not needed here. To avoid confusion, we wi l l work on the 
so-called excellent vertex figure (EVF) . 
Definition 4.1.4. Let P C M^ be a (/-polytope and v be a vertex of P. I f the 
adjacent vertices of v lie on a hyperplane / / , these vertices comprise the vertex 
set of a (r/ — l ) -po ly tope in II. The newly formed polytope is called the excellent 
vertex figure ( E V F ) o f I) a t the ver tex v. 
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Obviously, E V F at a given vertex is unique if i t exists. Excellent vertex figure 
can l)e used to formulate the fol lowing cri terion for regularity. Coxeter adopted 
i t as the def in i t ion of regular polytope in [Co . 
Propos i t ion 4 . 1 . 5 . A d-polytope P CR^ is regular if and only if all cells of P 
are regular, and the EVF at each vertex exists and is regular. 
Definition 4 .1 .6 . The Schldfli symbol of a 2-diinensional regular p-gon is {p}. 
For a (/-polytope P w i t h d > 3, the symbol { p i ， p 2 ， … ， o f P is defined 
induct ive ly us follows: { / ) ! } is the symbol of the 2-faces of P, and {p2，... ,Pd-i} 
is the symbol of the EVFs of P. 
Def in i t ion 4.1.6 is just i f ied since the j-faces of a regular polytope are congru-
ent. T w o regular polyto])es are similar if and only if they have the same Schlafli 
symbol (sec [Jo]). W i t h the help of Schlafli symbol, we can make a list of all 
regular i)()lyt()i)(.、s. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 1 . 7 (Schlafli). The only possible Schldfli symbols are 
( i ) { p } . where /) > 3 is (m integer, when d = 2; 
( i i ) { 3 , 3 } (tetrahedron), { 3 , 4 } (octahedron), { 4 , 3 } (cube), { 3 , 5 } (icosahedron), 
{ 5 , 3 } (dodecahedron), when d = 3; 
( i i i ) { 3 , 3 , 3 } (4-simplex), {3，3，4} (4-crosspolytope), { 4 , 3 , 3 } (4-hyperc'ube), {3 ’ 4’ 3} 
(24-cell), { 3 , 3 , 5 } (600-cell), { 5 , 3 , 3 } (120-cell), when d = 4; 
( iv) {3, 3 , . . . , 3} (simplex), { 3 , . . . , 3 ,4} (avsspolytope), {4,3, . . .，3} (fiyper-
cuhc), when d > 5. 
We remark that reversing a Schlafii symbol gives the dual polytope (see [Jo]). 
A symmetry of a c/-i)olytope 1)〔 R^ is an isonietry E^ —> for which 
i f { P ) = /)• The sot of synii i ietries of I) is a group under composition. We denote 
i t by Syn i ( / ) ) and call i t the syrninetiij group of /)• This section is devoted to 
prov ing the fol lowing two basic results wh id i wi l l be used in §4.2 and §4.3. 
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A. 8 0 
e @ 
Figure 4.1: Regular 3-polytopes (Platonic solids) 
(i) Under the action of cp, a j-face of P is mapped into a j-face of P. 
( i i ) The barycentei. x =[篇 ^ is a fixed point of (/?, where V = ver t (P) is the 
vertex set of P. 
A special class of symmetries is reflection. For any two points x, y e R^, the 
reflection in the bisecting hyperplane of x , y is given by 
/ 、 ^ (u — m, X — y ) , 、 
W " ) … 2 〉 … — 》 1 ) ， 
where m = Tha t is, Qxyiu) = u for all u in the bisecting hyperplane, 
Qxyi^) = y and Oxyiv) = oc. We also use the notat ion 
= u - (4.1) 〈a, a〉 
to denote the linear reflection in the hyperplane H = { x G M^: (x, a) 二 0}. 
Lemma 4.1.8. Any isoinetnj ij)： R^ — M^ is a composition of at most d + I 
reflections. 
Proof. Let { e i , . . . , e^} be the standard basis of Since isometry is angle-
preserving, the points po = '0(0), p i = ^ ( e i ) , ...，pd = 0(ed) are affinely in-
dependent (i.e. any one of them is not contained in the affine hul l of the other 
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points). I t is not hard to see that R^ ^ R^ is uniquely determined by its 
action on the points 0, ei , ...，e^. 
One reflection ipo is required to bring the origin 0 to Pq. If 欢o(ei) — pi , a 
further reflection ipi can be taken so that ipi o 妙o(0) = po and ipi o ^ o(ei) = pi. 
Similarly, if o 论0(62) — P2’ there is a (in fact, unique) reflection so that 
ip2。论1 o 於0 agrees w i th if; on the points 0, ei, 62. Repeating the process, we 
obtain a composit ion of at most d-\-1 reflections. The composition is an isonietry 
which agrees w i th 论 on the points 0, ei, . . . , e^, so it must be • 
The fol lowing proposit ion is clear. 
Proposition 4.1.9. Let ip: R^ —R^ be an isometry and P Q a cl-polytope. 
Then ip{P) is also a d-polytope. Moreover, for any j-face F of P, ip{F) is a j-face 
of ip{P). In particular, if if is a symmetry of P, it maps F into a j -face of P. 
Proposition 4.1.10. Let 'ip: R^ R^ be an isometry, P 〔 脱 “ a d-polytope 
with vertex set V and x 二 爲 be the barycenter of P. Then is the 
bciTycenter of the d-polytope ip{P). In particular, if ip is a symmetry of P, it 
leaves the barycejiter x mvariant. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 4.1.8，we can assume without loss of generality that is a 
reflection. By Proposit ion 4.1.9 applied to ip and ^ ( V ) is the vertex set of 
ip{F). Wr i te tp{u) = ip八u — XQ) + XQ, where ^pl is a linear reflection and XQ is a 
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po in t on the reflecting hyperplane of tp. Then one has 
Z E ^ e v A z ^ X 
^ V 群 厂 。 
_ E x g v ' ^ l ( ^ - ^ o ) , 
= W 0 
一 ~ w ~ 
= ^ x e t i ^ j V ) 工 
m v ) 
Hence, ip{x) is the barycenter of The remaining part of the proposition 
fol lows t r iv ia l ly . • 
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4.2 Classification of highly symmetric polytopes 
I n this section we present a proof of the classification theorem for highly sym-
metr ic polytopes. 
Definition 4 .2 .1 . A finite set V C M'^  is said to be highly symmetric if, for any 
dist inct x, y G V, the set V is invariant under the reflection sending x into y. A 
highly synnnetiic poly tope is a polytope whose vertex set is highly symmetric. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 2 . 2 . Let V be a highly symmetric finite subset ofR^, with > 3. 
Then V is the vertex set of a regular polytope P. Moreover, P is either a planar 
polygon { p } , a d-simplex { 3 , 3 , . . . , 3 } , or a d-crosspolytope { 3 , . . . , 3 , 4 } . 
A • 絲 
{3 } {4 } {3’ 3} {3, 4} 
Figure 4.2: Simplexes and crosspolytopes 
P r o o f . Let x = ^^y : be the barycenter of P = conv(V). For any distinct 
x:y e V, the reflection gxy is a symmetry of P. Proposition 4.1.10 implies 
gxy{x) 二 ；S and therefore 
^ - = - gxy{x)\ = \y-X . 
I t means that x is equidistant from any two vertices x and y, and the points of 
V lie oil a sphere centered at x. If V lies entirely on a (2-diinensional) plane, 
i t lies on a circle. In this case, V is the vertex set of a convex polygon. One 
can easily prove that any two adjacent edges conv{x j_ i , X j } and co i i v f x j ,X j+ i } 
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of the polygon have the same length by considering the reflection sending X j ^ i 
in to X j ^ i . Therefore, V is the vertex set of a regular polygon. 
By Proposit ion 4.1.2，V contains ver t (P). Since V lies on a sphere, every 
z e V cannot be wr i t ten as a convex combination of other points in V. I t means 
tha t V is in fact the vertex set of P. We proceed stepwise as follows. 
Step 1: We claim that P is a regular poly tope. T h a t is, (a) each cell of P is 
regular; and (b) each E V F of P exists and is regular. 
Bo th (a) and (b) can be proved by induction on the dimension j of the poly-
tope. We have shown in the above for j = 2. Assume that, for some j > 2, any 
j -d i inensional highly symmetric polytope is regular. I f P is { j + l)-dimensional, 
then its cells are j-di inensional highly symmetric polytopes. Indeed, if C is a 
cell of P and x, y are vertices of C, then Qxy, when restricted to aff(C), is st i l l a 
reflectioii. Therefore, all cells of P are regular. This implies that the edges of P 
have the same length. Using this, together w i th the fact that V lies on a sphere, 
one can easily show that the EVFs of P exist. I f Q is an E V F of P, then for any 
two vertices x, y of Q, g^y restricts to a reflection on aff(Q) and gives a symmetry 
of Q. So, the EVFs of P are also highly symmetric. They are regular by the 
induct ion hypothesis. 
Step 2: We show that each 2-face of P is a triangle. Since P is regular, i ts 
2-faces are congruent. Let F\, F-j be adjacent 2-faces of P, and let u,v be dist inct 
vertices of the common edge of F i and F). For the sake of discussion, we wri te 
Vi 〜vo whenever f i , vo are adjacent vertices of P and wri te Vi v-i whenever 
they are dist inct and iioii-adjacent. 
Suppose on the contrary that F] (and hence F2) is not a triangle. Then F i 
has a. unique vertex x satisfying 工〜u and a :〜 i ; (see Figure 4.3). Similarly, F-i 
has a unique vertex y satisfying y 〜 v and y … u . Since Fi and F2 are congruent, 
X — 7711 = \y — 77i|, where m is the midpoint of u, v. I t follows that m is fixed 
under the action of 如 . T h e edge coi iv jw, y} is also fixed since i t must be mapped 
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w 
Figure 4.3: The 2-faces of P must be triangles 
into ai l edge of P. We have either gxy{u) = u or gxy[u) = v. The first case is 
impossible since i t would lead to 知(conv{w，a;}) = convjw, which is not an 
edge. The latter also leads to a contradiction. I f gxy(u) = ‘"，then g^y = guv and 
gxy(^) = fJuv{x) — y because guv{x) should be contained in a f f (F i ) and y is not 
contained in this plane. We have proved that the 2-faces of P are tr iangular. 
Step 3: We show that P = ( 3 , 3 , . . . , 3} or { 3 , . . . , 3 ,4} . I f P is 3-diniensioiial, 
we have already proved that P is a regular convex polyhedron having tr iangular 
2-faces. Recall that there are only five regular convex polyhedra. Among these 
five polyhedra, three of them have tr iangular 2-faces, namely，the tetrahedron 
(3-siinplex), the octahedron (3-crosspolytope) and the icosahedron. 
Figure 4.4: Regular polyhedra having tr iangular 2-faces 
Obviously, the tetrahedron is highly symmetric. For the octahedron, there 
are basically two kinds of reflections we have to check. Suppose x, y are distinct 
vertices of the octahedron. When x 〜 y , there are u, v e V so that xyuv is a 
square. In this case, gxy flips the square and leaves the other two points in V 
invariant. When x 〜 y , g^y switches x, y and leaves other vertices invariant. 
Icosahedron is not highly symmetric. Figure 4.5 indicates two vertices of the 
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icosahedrori, the reflection corresponding to which is not a symmetry. (We include 
also the cube and the dodecahedron in the figure although we have already proved 
they are not highly symmetric.) We have proved the theorem holds when P is 
3-diinensional. 
As an induction hypothesis, we assume, for some j > 3, any j-dimensional 
highly symmetric polytope is either a simplex or a crosspolytope. I f P is (j + 1)-
diinensioiial, the Schlafli symbol of P has j entries, say P = {p i ,p2, • • • , 'Pj}-
As F has triangular 2-faces, pi = 3. Note that the EVPs {p2，P3,...，Pj} of 
I) are j-di inensional highly symmetric polytopes. By the induction hypothe-
sis, {p2,P3，...，PJ} = { 3 , 3 , . . . , 3} or { 3 , . . . , 3,4} . Hence, P = { 3 , 3 , . . . , 3} or 
{ 3 , . . . , 3 , 4 } . • 
e ^ ® 
Figure 4.5: These polytopes are not highly symmetric 
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4.3 Classification of strongly symmetric poly-
topes 
I n th is section, we characterize the boundaries of strongly symmetric fractals. 
Svich a boundary, being a f inite subset of comprises the vertex set of a poly-
tope, which w i l l be called a strongly symmetric polytope. Following the notations 
i l l §3.3, for a given f inite set V, we let m* = — y\: x ^ y e V}. Define 
Iq = m i l l { I a:—以|: x ^ y e V } , and define Zi,厂2，• • . , Lu-i inductively by 
Ij = min{|x — : x, y e V^，丨a： _ 以| > 
A sequence { x i , X 2 , . . . , x ^ } in V is called a strict walk (between Xi and Xn) i f 
\ x j+ i — Xj\ = lo for j = 1, 2, . . . , 71 — 1. As before, Qxy denotes the reflection in 
the bisecting hyperplane of x and y. 
Definition 4 .3 .1 . A f inite subset K C R^ is said to be strongly symmetric i f i ts 
symmet ry group G = Sym(V) satisfies the following three conditions. 
(SSPl ) G acts t ransi t ively on V. Tha t is, for any x, y G V, there exists g G G such 
that g{x) = y. 
(SSP2) Suppose X, y, z e V and \x - y\ = - 2;|. Then there exists g e G such 
tha t g{x) = X and g(y) = z. 
(SSP3) For any j = 0, 1，...，m* - 2, there exist x , y, z eV such that \x ——以| = 1�, 
— 2：丨=/j+i and Qyz € C. 
A strongly symmetric polytope is a polytope whose vertex set is strongly symmet-
ric. 
Remark 4.3.2. The only reason for making Def ini t ion 4.3.1 is that the boundary 
VQ of a strongly symmetr ic fractal is always strongly symmetric. 
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I n the rest of this section, we let V be a finite, strongly symmetric subset 
of R^ and P = conv(V) be the corresponding strongly symmetric polytope. We 
always assume P is full-dimensional. 
Remark 4 .3 .3 . The condi t ion (SSPl) implies that V lies on a sphere because 
the barycentei, of P is a f ixed point of any symmetry of P. ( I t follows that V is 
the vertex set of P.) To have a better understanding of (SS2) and (SS3), we fix 
any Vq G V and let Vj = {'y E V : - •YOL = / j } , where j = 0 , 1 , . . . , m* — 1. Each 
Vj can be considered as a "layer". (SSP2) says that a point in V can be mapped 
in to any other point in the same layer by an element in G. (SSP3) guarantees a 
point can j u m p into an adjacent layer using a, reflection. 
Lemma 4.3.4. Suppose U is a finite subset of a [d — 1)-sphere in R^. Let u, 
V G U be such that — = mii i{ |a: — y\: x ^ y E U}. Then coiiv{？i,t；} is an 
edge of the polytope Q = (x)nv(f/) . 
Proof. W i t h o u t loss of generality, we assume the center of the sphere is the 
origin. For any x G U \ {w} , —叫 < \ii — x\. Squaring both sides gives 
- 2(«, v) + < - 2(u,x) + |a:|2，i.e. (u,x) < (u, v). Similarly, {v,x) < 
{u, v) for al l X ^ U \ { " } . Now, whenever x E U \ {u , f } , one has 
{a + V, x) = (u, x) + (y, x) < {n, v) + (u, v) < {u, v) + . |'t; 
= ( u , v) +〈V，v) = {iL + V, v) 
Note also that {u-\-v, a — v) = — |叫2 = ()，it means that bo th u and v belong to 
the hyperplane II = { x G R �{ u + v, x) = � u + .y，y〉}，and (u-\- v,x) < {u + v, v) 
is a val id inequality^ for Q = co i iv ( f / ) defining the edge conv{'w, v } . • 
Proposition 4.3.5. Let P [ 6e a strongly symmetric d-polytope with vertex 
set V. Then two vertices u, v e V are adjacent if and only if \u — = /〇. 
1A linear equality {a,x) < b, with a e R"^ and 6 G M, is said to be valid for a polytope P if 
it is satisfied by all points x G P. 
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Proof. The "if part" is assured by Lemma 4.3.4, since we know V is a subset of 
a sphere (the reason was explained in Remark 4.3.3). 
To prove the "only if part"，we suppose on the contrary that there are adjacent 
vertices u, v G V, wi th — 叫 = I j , j > 1. By (SSP3), there exist x, y, z ^ V 
wi th \x - y\ = I j , \x — z\ = Ij一i and gy: G G. By (SSPl) and (SSP2), one can find 
g G 0 sending the edge convjw, y} into convjx, y}. I t follows that conv{x, y} is 
also an edge of P. Moreover, 
is an edge. The edges conv jx , y} and conv{gy2(T)，are coplanar, and they 
intersect at a noii-vcrtex point. This is impossible. • 
W i t h Proposition 4.3.5, we can give a complete list of 2-dinieiisional strongly 
symmetric p()lyt,()pes. 
Corol lary 4 .3 .6 . The 2-faces of a strongly symmetric polytope are regular. In 
particular, a 2-polytope is strongly symmetric if and only if it is regular. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.3.5, all edges of a strongly symmetric polytope have the 
same length. Since the vertex set lies on a sphere, all 2-faces are regular. On the 
other hand, it is clear that regular polygons are strongly symmetric. • 
Corol lary 4 .3 .7 . For any two distinct x, y ^ V, there exists a strict walk between 
X and y. 
Proof. There is a finite sequence of edges joining x and y. This is a strict 
walk. • 
Proposit ion 4 .3 .8 . Let P CMf^ be a strongly symmetric d-polytope. For j = 0, 
1, .. •，71U — 2, / j + i — I j = Imln for some 0 < m < j and 0 < n < m* — 1. In 
particular, Ij > \ / j + 1 IQ for all j = 0, 1, . . . ， m * — 1. 
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Proof. Fix any j G {0，1’ •. •，m* - 2}, let x, y, z e V he chosen as in (SSP3). 
T h a t is, —2/1 = Ij, \x-z\ = Z^+i and QY^ e G. T h e po in ts x , y, z, w = GYZ{x) are 
coplanar. Moreover, they are concyclic because V lies on a sphere. By Ptolemy 
theorem in elementary geometry, 
= i] + 丨工-�I '\y- z . 
Since one of /.xyz and /.xwz is not acute, we can assume Z.xyz > | (if not, 
rename x, y, z, w as z, w, x, y respectively). In that case, \y — 2；| < — 2；| = Zj+i 
which implies \y — z\ = I川 for some 0 < m < j. Hence, I'j+i — = /爪/„’ where 
0 < m < j and 0 < n. < m* — 1. • 
We remark that the inequality I j > y / j + 1 Iq in Proposition 4.3.8 cannot be 
improved in general since the txiiiality holds in the case of a cube. On the other 
hand, we cannot expect it to be an equality all the time because in the case of 
dodecahedron we have l i = > \ /2 IQ (for a regular pentagon wi th side 
length /o, the length of any diagonal is ^ ^ ^ /o ) . We wi l l see that the cube and 
the (lodccahedroii are strongly symmetric. 
Proposit ion 4 .3 .9 . Let P CR^ be a strongly symmetric d-polytope with vertex 
set V. Then guv ^ G for any u, v e V with \n — v\ = IQ. The subgroup W 
generated by reflections in G acts transitively on V. 
Proof. Choose x, y, z e V satisfying - = IQ, - Z\ — and Qy^ e G. 
As i l l the proof of Proposition 4.3.8, we can further arrange so that |以 ~ Z\ = IQ. 
Suppose now \u — t>| = IQ. There is ^ G G w i th g^ij) = u and g{z) = v. I t follows 
that (知=g oQy^og-^ G G. 
For any p, q € V, there is a finite sequence of edges joining p and q. Suppose 
{p = uq, ,..., Vn = q} be the intermediate vertices so that coiw{vjVj^i] is an 
edge for all j . Then g = QvnVn-i。• • -^ffvivo ^ G and g{p) — q. W acts transitively 
on K. • 
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Proposition 4.3.9 says that (SSI) holds w i th G replaced by the reflection group 
W. (SSP3) obviously remains valid after such a replacement. I t is natural to ask 
whether (SSP2) st i l l holds wi th G replaced by W. A l l existing examples suggest 
the answer is yes. I f this is the case, we may replace G by W in Definit ion 4.3.1 
to obtain an alternative (equivalent) definition of strongly symmetric polytope. 
The point is that H,，being a reflection group, has a nicer structure than G and is 
easier to work with. For instance, if (SSP2) holds for W, it is not hard to prove 
that W is irreducible (i.e. W cannot be decomposed as the direct product of two 
nontr iv ial subgroups, each of them being generated by reflections from W). Then 
one can apply the classification theorem for finite irreducible reflection groups (see 
Ka]). This is a possible way to complete the classification of strongly symmetric 
polytopes in higher dimensions. 
We are now ready to classify the strongly symmetric polytopes in Before 
we proceed, we explain the computer algorithm which wi l l be used in the proof of 
the classification theorem. One way of constmcti i ig polytopes is that we start w i th 
a finite reflection group (a group of orthogonal transformations being generated 
by its reflections), and let U be the W-orbit of a point p G M^. This produces 
a polytope Q = coiiv((7). Proposition 4.3.9 tells us that all strongly symmetric 
polytopes can be constructed by this way. 
Recall the notation s^ in (4.1). We wi l l deal wi th the following four reflection 
groups only. 
(Bs) A reflection group in generated by three reflections { i — 1, 2，3)， 
where a\ = ei — e�，a'2 二 6-2 — es, a^ = 63, and {ei,62,63} is the standard 
basis of 1R3. The group has 48 elements. 
(7/3) A reflection group in M^ having three generators s^^ (i = 1, 2, 3)，where 
rti =(圣 + A A —全 ) ’ = ( 4 - Ai^，全）and Q3 = - A/3) . Here 
(3 = cos ^ = The group has 120 elements. 
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( " 4 ) A reflection group in having four generators s^j (i = 1, 2 , 3 , 4 ) , where 
= + a2 = as = ( i - l - / 3 , / 3 , 0 ) and 
Q4 = - Again, (3 = cos ^ = The group has 14400 
elements. 
(F4) A reflection group in W^ having four generators Sq. ( i = 1, 2, 3, 4), where 
cti = 6-2 — 63, a‘2 = 63 - 64, Q3 = 64, Q4 = \ [ e i — 6-2 - 63 - 64), and 
{e i , 6-2, 63,64} is the standard basis in E l The group has 1152 elements. 
Remark 4.3.10. The labeling (/ia), ( / /s), (7/4), (K!) come from the classification 
theorem for finite irreducible reflection groups stated in [Ka . 
Name of polytope Symmetry group Vertex Strongly symmetric 
Cube {4 ,3} I h (1,1,1) Yes 
Octahedron {3’ 4} f h (0,0，1) Yes 
Dodecahedron {5, 3} " 3 ( ^ , 0 , | + Y e s 
Icosahedron {3 ,5 } f h ( ( ) ， + Yes 
Cuboctahedron /知 (0,1,1) Yes 
Icosidoclecahedroii l is (0,0,1) No 
24-cell { 3 ,4 ,3 } F4 (1,1,1,1) Yes 
120-cell {5 ,3 ,3 } 11, ( 學 , T ， 0 ’ i ) No 
6()0-cell { 3 ,3 ,5 } II4 (1,1,1,1) Yes 
Table 4.1: Construction of some polytopes 
W i t h tlio infoni iat ioi i i l l Table 4.1, one can compute the coordinates of all 
v(、rti(:os of those polytopes. To check wliotlior thoy arc .strongly syniiiiel.ric, we 
first note that (SSPl) is automatically satisfied by the polytopes in Table 4.1 
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because they are constructed by taking convex hul l of certain VK-orbits. (SSP2) 
and (SSP3) can be checked by the computer algori thm described below: 
(1) Choose a polytope in Table 4.1 to be tested. 
(2) Compute all elements of the corresponding reflection group W . 
(3) Let U be the M^-orbit of the corresponding vertex in Table 4.1 ( [ / is the 
vertex set of the selected polytope). Compute the coordinates of all vertices. 
Compute also the distances /。，/i,..., between any two vertices, where 
IQ < h < … ’ < 。 i * - i -
(4) Fix any vertex "o ^ U and let Uj = {v e U: — Vo\ = I j } . Let \Vi be the 
group of elements in IK leaving UQ invariant. 
(5) To check (SSP2), we perforin the following procedure to each Uj. Let in = 
# U j and iiaii ie the points in Uj as V], f 2 , . . . , t*,,,. For A; == 1, 2, . . . , 7?i — 1, 
check if there is ^ G W,i sending Vk into y 人 I f such a g does not exist for 
some j , k ’ the polytope does not satisfy (SSP2); otherwise, it does. 
(6) Suppose (SSP2) is satisfied. We verify (SSP3) as follows. Let R be the 
set of all reflections in VI'. (To (letermiiie whether Lp G W is a reflect ion, 
we look at the eigenvalues of ip. I t is a reflection if and only if -1 is an 
eigenvalue of mul t ip l ic i ty 1 and the remaining eigenvalues are all +1.) For 
j = 0, 1, ..., ？7?.* — 2, we perform the following. Choose x G Uj arbitrari ly. 
Check whether there exist y € and s € R such that s(x-) — y. I f such 
a pair {y, s) does not exist for some j , (SSP3) is not satisfied; otherwise, 
declare the polytope to be strongly symmetric. 
T h e o r e m 4 .3 .11 . Up to similarity, there are exactly six strongly symmetric 3-
polytopes. They are the five regular solids and the cuboctahedron^. 
2'rht�cuboctahodroii s quasi-j-egular. It can be realized as the intersection of a cube and 
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Figure 4.6: Strongly symmetric 3-polytopes 
Proof. Let P be a strongly symmetric 3-polytope w i th vertex set V. F ix any v G 
V and let f ] , F?,…，F^ (A; > 3) be the 2-faces of P containing v. By relabeling 
the in if necessary, we assume f\，F.2,…，Fk are in cyclic order (i.e. F j is adjacent 
w i t h Fj-i and F j+ i ) . For j = 1, 2, . . . , A;, let {jij} be the Schlafli symbol of Fj. 
Wi thou t loss of generality, we may further assume ni = iiiax{r?.j: I < j < k}. 
A famil iar theorem asserts that the interior angles of the polygons F i , F), 
. . . , F k at the vertex v sum up to be str ict ly less than 27r. This can be expressed 
l)y the inequali ty 
^ / 2 \ 
y 1 ——<2. (4.2) 
台 V n j 
A first observation is that 1 — ^  > | (because r i j > 3), so (4.2) implies k < 5. I t 
means that v is surrounded by at most five 2-faces. Secondly, we claim that each 
of F l , 7^2，..., Fk is congruent to at least one of the others. Indeed, for F\ we 
can choose g G 6' which leaves v invariant and maps an edge of into another 
edge not contained in f ] . The existence of such g is guaranteed by (SSP2). The 
2-face g { F i ) must be one of F2, . . . , Fk. I t follows that each Uj is equal to some 
7 ? 人 . w i t h j + k. From this we know n\ < 5. The reason goes as follows. I f rii > 6, 
an octahedron. Each cell of it is either an equilateral triangle or a square, and each cell is 
surrounded by cells of the other type. 
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then 1 - > We have ( l " ；^) > | + | + | = 2 when k = 3; and we 
have ( l -； ^ ) > 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 2 when k > A. In either case (4.2) is not 
satisfied. Therefore, r i i < 5 and (4.2) have at most f ini tely many solutions. We 
proceed the proof w i t h n i = 3，4，5. 
I f 711 = 3, then n、2 = 713 = • • • = n^. = 3 by the maximal i ty of n i . In 
th is case, the inequali ty (4.2) has three possible solutions: (3,3,3), (3,3,3,3) and 
(3,3,3,3,3). We claim that they correspond to the tetrahedron, the octahedron 
and the icosahedron respectively. The reason goes as follows. Since all edges of P 
are equal and V lies on a sphere, i t is not hard to see that the EVFs^ of P exist. 
Moreover, the 2-faces of P are congruent because F i , F? ,…，Fk are congruent 
and the symmetry group G acts transit ively on V. I t follows that the EVFs 
are regular. As we already know the cells of P are regular, P itself is regular. 
Recall that a regular polytope is characterized (up to similar i ty) by its Schlafli 
symbol. One can easily conclude P is either the tetrahedron, the octahedron or 
the icosahedron. 
I f t i l = 4’ the possible solutions of (4.2) are (4,4,4), (4,3,4,3) and (4,4,3,3). 
The solut ion (4,4,3,3) is geometrically impossible. I t says that v is surrounded 
by four 2-faces which are square, square, triangle, triangle in cyclic order; one 
can obtain a contradict ion by mapping the common edge of two triangles into 
the common edge of two squares. The solution (4,4,4) leads to the cube. The 
solut ion (4,3,4,3) leads to the ci iboctahedron (see Figure 4.7). A t this point we 
should be careful. Since the ci iboctahedron is not regular, i t is not completely 
t r i v ia l (al though intu i t ive) that the solution (4,3,4,3) corresponds to a unique 
3-polytope up to similar i ty. However, Cauchy r ig id i ty tlieorein^ guarantees the 
^Lct u be a vertex of a d-polytope P. If the adjacent vertices of v lie on a hyperplane H, 
these vertices comprise the vertex set of a (d — l)-polytope in H. The newly formed polytope 
is called the excellent vertex figure (EVF) of P at the vertex v. 
''Cauchy rigidity theorem asserts that if the face lattices of two convex polyhedra (in our 
terminologies, 3-polytopes) are isomorphic, and corresponding 2-faces are congruent, the two 
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uniqueness. 
輪@ 
Figure 4.7: Ciiboctahedroii (left) and icosidodecahedron (right) 
The case 7?] = 5 leads to the solutions (5,5,5), (5,3,5,3) and (5,5,3,3). Again, 
the solution (5,5,3,3) is geometrically impossible although it does satisfy (4.2). 
The solution (5,5,5) corresponds to the dodecahedron, and (5,3,5,3) corresponds 
to the quasi-regular icosidodecahedron (see Figure 4.7). The icosidodecahedron 
is not strongly symmetric since it fails to satisfy (SSP2). This can be checked by 
using the computer algorithm we described before. Figure 4.8 shows an icosido-
decahedron wi th three vertices x, y, z satisfying |a;—以| = — z\. The icosido-
decahedron does not have a syniinetry g for which g{x) = x and g(y) = z. ⑩ 
Figure 4.8: Ic.osidodecaliedroii does not satisfy (SSP2) 
We have proved that the only possible strongly symmetric 3-polytopes are the 
regular solids and the ciiboctahedroii which is quasi-regular. These polytopes are 
in fact strongly symmetric. This can be checked by our computer algoritliin, for 
some of them a mathematical proof is possible l)ut tedious. • 
For higher dimensions, we are not able to obtain a complete list of strongly 
polyhoclra are coiigriieiit. A proof can be found in [AZ]. 
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symmetr ic polytopes. Part ia l results such as Corollary 4.3.6 and Proposit ion 4.3.8 
serve as necessary conditions for checking whether a given polytope is strongly 
symmetr ic. The next proposit ion gives a sufficient condition. 
T h e o r e m 4 .3 .12 . In R^ all regular polytopes are strongly symmetric, with only 
one exception: the 120-cell { 5 , 3 , 3 } in 
P r o o f . For dimension 2 and 3, we know the proposition is true since we have a 
complete list of strongly symmetric polytopes. For higher dimensions, the regular 
polytopes are listed below (see [Jo]): 
(1) {3 ’ 3，3} (4-sii i iplex), {3 ’ 3 ,4 } (4-crosspolytope), {4, 3，3} (4-liypercube), {3’ 4，3} 
(24-cell), { 3 , 3 , 5 } (600-cell), { 5 , 3 , 3 } (120-cell), when d = 4; 
(2) ( 3 , 3 , . . . , 3} (simplex), {3,…，3，4} (crosspolytope), (4, 3 , . . . , 3} (hyper-
cube), when d > 5. 
We check on each of these polytopes. The symmetric group of a simplex 
{3,3，...，3} is isomorphic to the group of all permutations of the vertices, and 
(SSP1)-(SSP3) are obviously satisfied. 
The vertex set of the standard (/-crosspolytope is {(士士<5)2，. •.，士…d) G 
1 < j < f / } , where Sjk is the Kronecker delta. In this case, m^ = 2，/Q = V ^ 
and / i = 2. Suppose g: W^ W^ is defined by switching the j - t h and the A;-th 
coordinates (1 < j < A： < d), or by switching the sign of the j - t l i coordinate 
(1 < j < (I). Then g is a syni inetry of the standard cZ-crosspolytope. Knowing 
these syinnietries, one can sec that the standard rf-crosspolytope satisfies (SSPl) 
and (SSP2). To verify (SSP3), we take :c = (1，0,...，0), 二 ( 0 , 1 , 0 , … ’ 0) and 
2 = (― 1’ 0’.. •，0). W i t h such a c h o i c e ,丨 a： -二 lo and _ = l i . One 
can easily c;heck that Qyz is a. syni inetry of the standard cZ-crosspolytope. We 
have proved crosspolytope of any dimension is strongly symmetric. The standard 
(:/-hyi)ercul)e, w i t h vertex set {(士 1，•.., 土 1)} C R、can be dealt w i th similarly. 
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The remaining cases are the 24-cell, the 120-cell and the 600-cell in dimension 
4. Our computer algori thm stated prior to Theorem 4.3.11 shows that the 24-cell 
and the 600-cell are strongly symmetric while the 120-cell is not. • 
The results in this section give us aii impression that there are not many 
strongly symmetric polytopes. In R^, strongly symmetric polytopes are regular 
polygons. In E'"^ , there are only six possibilities. In higher dimensions, Proposi-
t ion 4.3.5 and Proposition 4.3.8 suggest that they cannot be “too irregular". A l l 
these evidence show that a strongly symmetric fractal is quite restrictive, even if 
we only consider its boundary. This is the reason why we say that the class of 
strongly symmetric fractals is very small. 
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